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INTRODUCTION 1'0 THE
'"fRANSACTION EDI1'ION:
The Once and Future School
of Pu blic Policy
I have two partially complementary and partially opposed views. One is
that schools of public policy as they now exist will continue much as they
are. The other is that social developments, particularly the growing
polarization of elites, will substantially alter their character. In the course of
elatx}rating both views, I shall pose the usual questions: Where were these
schools before? How did they get ulere? Where are they now? What will
and/or should happen to them?

"THE GREAT SOCIETY" AND PUBLIC POLICY SCHOOLS
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The immediate impetus of graduate schools of public policy was
undoubtedly the Great Society. Suddenly new major social programs were
there, and, almost as quickly, many of them were widely judged to have
perfonned poorly. Why? Perhaps they were evaluated too early or held to too
high standards. Perhaps social science research is flawed so that negative
rather than positive results are more likely to be reported. Perhaps.
But more substantive reasons can be given. For one thing, people are
difficult to change; where the change that is sought inheres in people
(decreasing crime, increaSing reading) rather than in the government
(building bridges, mailing checks), program effectiveness declines. Since the
natural human resistance to being molded in other people's images impedes
dictatorships as well as democracies, this difficulty is not all bad. For another
thing, no policy has effects in just one direction. It is hardly possible, for
instance, to alleviate misery without simultaneously encouraging it. People
above the proverty line may slacken their efforts, seeing that those just below
are doing better on welfare. People already poor are encouraged to stay poor.
Now who would voluntarily stay on subsidy instead of taking gainful
employment, were that available? Very few; but that is not the real story .

This piece appeared in The Public Interest no. 79 (Spring 1985), pp. 25-41 .
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When the choice is between a low-paying job and welfare, a series of small
choices may well keep poor people where they are instead of where they and
their government would have wished them to be. This is not a decisive
argument against welfare programs, only an acknowledgement of the
principle that when you subsidize something, you are likely to get more of it.
For whatever reason, by 1968 serious doubts were being expressed by
evaluators (stipulated objectives were not being met) and by politicians. On
the political right, social programs were damned for increasing dependency
(and at high cost), on the left for buying off protest too cheaply while
actually perpetuating institutions that oppressed the poor. Analyzing public
policies to see what went wrong, to learn how to do better, and to teach this
understanding was the major motivation for establishing graduate schools
devoted to the analysis of public policies (in the United States, at least,
though not nearly to the same degree elsewhere-a subject to which I will
return).

INVENTING A NEW KIND OF SCHOOL

il
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Taking a step back in time, we can talk about schools of public policy
originating in what they were against as well as what they were for. They
were against existing schools of public administration, area studies, and
unidisciplinary work. Whether these schools were wonderful or terrible, their
repute was low. I recall this very well, because, when our Chancellor asked
me to form a new school, I said, "What kind?" and he replied, "Not an old
school of administration." (Indeed, a whole new field called "organization
theory" had to grow parallel to the field of public administration, covering
most of the same terrain, in order to make it respectable again.)
Much the same was true of foreign area studies. It had become apparent
that learning little facts about Bungado did not get us very far. And as people
became more experienced in dealing with policy, there was disenchantment
as well with single disciplines. Now this may have had nothing to do with the
discipline. It may be that we always have to know more than we can ever
find out; or that everything interesting intersects at least two disciplines; or
that whatever one is studying (economics or politics or public administration)
is not the right field for the purpose.
So what were the schools for? One thing they had in mind was a vague
analogy to schools of business. These had status on the campus. They were
tied to external constituencies. They received support. Their graduates were
employed. My worry as dean was whether newly-minted policy analysts
could find work. As things have turned out, there have been very few

unemployed alumni of the Graduate School of Public Policy in Berkeley, and
I believe this is true of the other schools as well.
In general, schools of pol icy were designed to be organizations that
would do for the public sector what business schools had done for the private
sector: produce students to colonize the bureaucracies, to criticize what those
bureaucracies were doing, and, in a modest way, to set things right. By
seeking agreement on avoiding the worst, the analytical movement seeks to
improve the quality of the policy process. To get money from the
Establishment for criticizing its behavior was the ideal. "Think tanks"
provided positive identification. They joined practical problems to
intellectual power; they were multidisciplinary. Tied into centers of power,
they got their kudos from inventing new policies. Persuading people in
government that whatever they were doing could not be right was their forte.
After all, if agencies were doing the right thing, what would they want from
analysts? Nor were the think tanks far from a certain academic intellectual
style. In the field of nuclear weapons, for instance, the purpose was (and is)
to imagine extremely unlikely states of affairs in order to make sure that we
never, never, have empirical experience with them. And for whom is this
mode of abstract thought more appropriate than for the academic?

THE ECLIPSE OF "MACRO·J\1ACHO" ANALYSIS

Another element in the social context was the kind of theory then in
vogue. This was a time when microeconomics replaced sociology as the great
scavenger of the social sciences. Just as there once had been a sociology of
practically everything (sociologists, alas, suffered a calcification of the
theoretical arteries, as a reading of their journals from the 1960s suggests), in
its place came microeconomics as the theory of rationality. One form this
took was "program budgeting." Before there were schools of policy, there
were in fact curricula in program budgeting, generally nine months long and
giving birth to very little-an experience which taught something about
teaching technique without providing an intellectual context in which to put
it or a mechanism of socialization to solidify its impact.
A second, highly favored field was operations research, with its variety
of optimization methods, especially linear programming. During World War
II it turned out there were simple problems like bombing patterns or convoy
patterns that were amenable to a few armchair analYSIS who understood a
little about optimization methods. When people with practical experience fail
and theorists succeed, the enterprise of abstract modeling receives
reinforcement.
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The origins of the "macro-macho" version of policy analysis-the belief
that large national problems, from defense to welfare, arc susceptible to
solution through applications of economic analysis-were rooted in the
intersection between economics, statistics, computing, and the defense think
tanks of the early 1960s. The real costs of computing went way down,
thereby suggesting that models with dozens of variables, big enough to
capture real-life complexity, were then, or would soon be, feasible. The
capacity to build big models implied the ability to understand large national
problems by measuring (and then minimizing) the loss of economic
efficiency among the various alternatives to existing policy that were
considered.
The real loss was innocence. Experience showed that our intellectual
ability to measure failure was far greater than our collective capacity to cause
success by altering human behavior. Clear-cut solutions did not emerge from
systemic analysis, moreover, because sufficient agreement about objectives
as well as knowledge of their consequences could not be obtained. In an
amazingly short time (within a decade), therefore, a counterreaction set in:
Flushed with ostensible success in defense policy, analysts might have taken
as their ethos the centralized, large-problem focus of program budgeting.
Instead, sobered (made too timid, some would say) by failure, the teaching
and the practice of analysis took on its contemporary characteristics
incremental as opposed to radical change, smaller rather than larger
problems, decentralized, bottoms-up analysis dealing with diverse
preferences, not the centralized, top-down preference of a single decision
maker.
The earliest substantial manifestation of analysis was evaluation of
social programs. The evaluation industry (and it is an industry) employs
many more people than have ever been graduated from schools of policy
analysis. One thing evaluators learned was that most analysis is rejected by
the organizations that sponsor it. But if policy analysis was to have practical
importance-intended to be, as it was, an applied subfield-it had not merely
to be done but to be used. One way of bridging the gap was to develop a new
specialty called implementation; a parallel effort was devoted to the
utilization of policy analysis. Hence emphasis shifted to the political uses and
abuses of anal ysis.
Connecting economics and politics, in a way very important for schools
of policy, was one of these miniscule elites that do not show up in anybody's
survey of mass opinion, but which are nevertheless significant; namely, the
public choice movement, composed of social scientists who apply economic
analysis to politics. These are the people behind the balanced budget
spending limit amendment, behind the flat tax and varianLc;; thereof, behind
the rationalization of limited government. When public choice theorists
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started developing persuasive models of organizations, their influence
loomed large. Schools of public policy needed some way to connect politics,
economics, and organizations, and public choice was what there was.
Deep in the recesses of the minds of political scientists who took part in
the foonation of public policy schools was the LassweJlian paradigm, a
language of policy analysis that stressed its essentially .nonnative character:
the problem-oriented, value-laden, interdisciplinary historical, contextual,
and hoped-for democratic character of policy advice that Harold Lasswell
stressed in teaching the importance of analysts in relation to power. His
designation of the policy sciences, as he called the effort to bring intelligence
to bear upon public policy, was suffused both with a sense of the limits of
quantitative methods and of the obligation to clarify goals in the service of
human dignity.

BREAKING THE BUREAUCRATIC MONOPOLY

•. .j'

I have not mentioned something so obvious in facilitating or inhibiting
the movement for policy analysis that it has largely escaped attention. The
demand for analysis depends on the desire for competition in the giving of
advice. There must be more than one alternative; they must come from more
than a single source; and there must be sufficient dispersion of power in
society so that competing sources of advice have a chance of being heard and
acted upon.
It is exactly intolerance for independent advice that has inhibited schools
of public policy from starting in Europe. If you have hierarchical societies, if
you have legitimated the idea of bureaucracy having a monopoly of expertise
in policy areas, you will not look too favorably on the idea of think tanks.
What are analysts supposed to do? If they are supposed to ratify what the
government does, they are hired guns, self-serving and worse. If they are to
criticize it, that means government cannot be doing the right thing; then, in
the European view, the party or parties that rule should be changed. The
sense that authority goes with position rather than having to be earned each
moment is very European and Japanese but it is not at all American.
Competition among parties (think of them as rival hierarchies) has been
legitimated in Japan and Europe but not yet competition of policy ideas
outside party and bureaucracy. That is why policy research, if done at all,
takes place in institutes attached to political parties.
Traditionally, the main characteristics of bureaucracy are seen as
security of tenure and a monopoly of expertise. The policy analytic
movement in America has weakened tenure and destroyed monopoly. For
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every important area of policy in America, there are numerous rival centers
of analysis. Are not these the same people who used to hold bureaucratic or
legislative positions or who are likely to hold them in the near future? They
are the rival corps of analysts in the congressional staffs, in the congressional
budget office, in the legislative reference service, in think tanks, in
universities, in foundations for this and institutes of social study for that. The
bureaucracy has not only lost a monopoly of expertise in defense, but also in
transportation and welfare and medical care. Civil servants can no longer
claim they really know better than anybody else, a claim that our bureaucracy
could make in most areas of policy through the 1950s. Consequently,
information about public policy-how it works now, why it might work better,
which clienteles it might serve differently-while once a private preserve, has
become public property; its provision has changed from monopoly to a
competitive enterprise.
At any given time, half of all analysts (the outs) are criticizing what the
other half (the ins) are trying to do. The support of government by the ins is
just as crucial as the criticism of the outs. Every four years or so, many of
them switch positions. Both sides think having this competitive game makes
for better policy. Analysts defend government as much as they criticize it;
that is what makes the game interesting.
Lacking the commitment to competition to sustain independent,
nongovernment, nonparty, noninterest group thinking, Western Europe lacks
either think tanks or schools of public policy. Why, one might ask, to round
out this discussion of competition, have there been no schools of public
policy in the Third World? Certainly, there is no lack of problems or of the
need for talented people to help ameliorate them.
Where ruling elites are dedicated to the expansion of government,
graduates of schools of public policy would be an impediment. Instead of
valuing government as the agency of first resort, they are likely to consider it
a vehicle of last resort. They will ask instead what incentives might be
offered or disincentives removed to encourage others-private companies,
community groups, semiofficial bodies-to take on the task. They are
interested in liberating the underutilized capacities of the populace, not in
adding further to government overload. The hands-on orientation inculcated
by schools of analysis is also foreign to elite corps of civil servants who
value positions in the capitol. When government conceives of itself as the
Great Employer (hire this one, fire that one) instead of as the employee, there
is no point in looking outside for advice.
Students in a graduate school of public policy learn how to collect data
under difficult conditions, make sense of it with simple models, integrate
their proposals into organizational ambitions, and otherwise get and keep in
touch with their clientele. This "hothouse" aunosphere creates an esprit de
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corps around tangible accomplishment. They are socialized to think in temlS
of alternatives, to care about results, and, above all, to take a "can do"
attitude to a recalcitrant world. This optimism marks them as peculiarly
American.
Analysts are decentralizers. Given the endemic uncertainty, the paucity
of reliable data, and the absence of knowledge, it is, on average, better to do
small rather than large projects, tap the dispersed information of people in the
field, try tiny experiments, and learn from experience. For all this, the
incremental, implementing, field-oriented world of analysts is superior. The
operational style of the analyst is also morally desirable in that it favors
modest improvement over calamity. It leaves many moderately better off and
few worse off. "Steady as she goes" may not be as glamorous as "full speed
ahead," but it is protective of mankind's modest capacity for virtue
disciplined by intelligence. It is in this dual sense-working within the limits
not only of mankind's cognitive but also it~ moral capacities-that policy
analysis is profoundly conservati ve.
Analysts do sing more than a single tune. They are aware of the defects
of decentralization. Hence, they may support centralization to expand the size
of markets, to internalize externalities, to take advantage of increasing
returns to scale, and otherwise to do better nationally what is less well-done
locally. But their instinct, their bias if you will, is to be more skeptical of
centralized solutions. Besides, there are others whose cast of mind fits them
better to be proponents of large, expensive, uniform, and, quite possibly,
irreversible policies.
The power of the centralizer is known by the fact that he is always in his
office in the capitol, though, to be sure, it is always difficult to see him;
whereas the efficacy of the analyst is judged by how little he is home, how
often he is in the field, and how accessible he is to people in the localities.
The centralizer's conversation is concerned with how the new plan is more
ambitious than the old, while the analyst's conversation is about learning
from field experience to modify existing project~. One compares plans in the
capitol, the other implements projects in the field.

THE SCHOOLS FLOURISH

There are many schools of public policy in the United States-how many
I do not really know, anywhere from 20 to 100, depending on how you count.
They have similar curricula. They teach microeconomics, qllantitative
modeling, political and organization studies, and either a practiclltn on some
area of policy or a practicum combined with an effort to teach "pOlitical
f'
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In addition to its evident effort to provide a public sector analogy to
private business (or, more accurately, business schools), the public
management approach, as I see it, is a reaction to the limits placed on policy
analysts. Just as evaluators are trying to become utilizers, so their work will
not be rejected as frequently, public management people, in order to better
control their fate, seek broader conceptual hegemony. They have a point. It
can be frustrating to observe that those who have power seemingly lack
inteIJigence and those who seemingly have intelJigence certainly lack power.
All else failing, the next move may be to train politicians to be analysts.
Whether we want public officials to know so much about what is intelligent
and correspondingly less about what is acceptable to other participants, gets
to the heart of the objections of worried observers who fear a denigration of
the political arts in a democracy.
What can we say about how successful graduate schools of public policy
have been? They are honored on their campuses. Their students have
tremendous mobility. They are coming into the academy; doctoral programs
have apparently turned out people worthy of being hired as professors. By
any reasonable indicator of success in this work, including the dedication of
the faculty, the capacity to attract talented students, the willingness of people
to do research, the demand for this service in society, schools of public
policy have made it. They have also proved to be recession-proof institutions.
When government is expanding, it needs more of everything so it might as
weJl have analysts. When times are tough, agencies need people to tell them
how to cut back. Either way, it is apparent now that our graduates will do all
right. But are they doing right?

economy"; that is, principles for or against government intervention in
different contexts. They also sponsor apprenticeships of their students to
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practicing analysts.
More important than their curriculum, in my opinion, is their ethos.
From the first week, students are placed in an active position. They analyze,
grub for data, refonnulate problems, write and write again to communicate
with clients. Fieldwork is their forte. An analyst with clean hands (in the
general sense of that term, as we shall see) is a contradiction in terms.
Schools differ, of course, but in my opinion, they differ marginally.
Some, like Carnegie Mellon, do a great deal of quantitative work. Others,
like Berkeley, do more political and organizational analysis or economic
theory. Duke has an undergraduate program. The Rand Corporation offers
collaborative research on its projects as part of the course of study at its
graduate institute. Some schools (the Kennedy School at Harvard and the
School of Public Affairs at Maryland come to mind) are starting to give
greater emphasis to management. At the moment, this means adding
marginally to the regular curriculum by offering courses in public sector
accounting and finance (collecting revenues, borrowing money, servicing
debt, investing capital, controlling internal operations through expenditure
allocation). By substituting one word,' namely, "administration" for
"management," the old world of public administration is being revived under
the new rubric of "public management." How much or how little, we may
ask, is involved in the small but growing movement toward public
management?
Teaching leadership, like inculcating entrepreneurship, is difficult,
perhaps impossible, to do. No one knows how to teach others to become
creative. Going the other way, however, a technocratic approach-the
manager's task is to achieve clear, consistent, and preordained objectives-is
rejected by adherents of public management. And not only because
objectives of public policy, arrived at by negotiation, are typically multiple,
conflicting, and vague. Grasping the nettle with two hands, they wish to be
both more technically able and more politically sophisticated. Unwilling to
give up any aspect of the policy analyst's craft, they wish to graft on to this
preexisting branch of applied social science such tasks as guiding consensus
behind managerial objectives or, if these are judged inappropriate, acting to
secure political support for changing them. "Entrepreneurial administration,"
as Colin S. Diver put it, "is self-promotion, power politics, risk-taking,
broken field running." Since such blatant power-seeking appears to be at
odds with democratic norms, which rest on responsibility in elected officials
accountable to the citizenry, the search is on to replace this with, in Robert
Behn's phrase, "a less amoral model."

VIRTUES OF "VALUE·FREE" ANALYSIS

Living in a quite different milieu, where the advantages of hierarchical
and the disadvantages of market organization appear. far greater than in
America, European observers are likely to wonder how education for public
service in the United States can thrive on such a restricted ideological base.
Because it lacks conOict between socialist and capitalist parties, they see
America as ideologically homogeneous. Can there be real competition, they
wonder, if the values governing economic and political competition are not
questioned? Instead of considering politics a constraint on good policy
making, as Americans do, they think it would be more democratic to inquire,
first and foremost, into what is politicaJly desirable, and then to treat
economic factors as possible constraints. Creating consensus, in politics,
depends on acknowledging the value-laden character of public poJicymaking.
-.j
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The fiction of analytic impartiality has blinded Americans to the influential
policy analysis that is done in Europe, not because of its uneven quality but
because of its location in interest groups and political parties. By making
policy subordinate to politics, Europeans prefer to give up efficiency for
legitimacy.
The virtues of American schools of public policy in training people for
public service may be appreciated by considering the vices of which they are
accused. When radicals claim that policy analysts sell out to the
Establishment, reactionaries contend that they subvert it. It is said that
schools of policy analysis lack values. Of course this cannot be, since
analysis requires choice and choice involves criteria based on preferences.
These schools are accepting of the democratic institutions in which they find
themselves, basing change both upon popular consent and elite
understanding, each of which is in short supply. Thus left-wing critics are
correct in observing that schools of policy are not concerned with large
changes. They are schools of micro-policy, not schools of macro-policy. It is
not the economy as a whole but the effects of specific changes in market
prices and governmental practices that they observe and attempt to alter.
There is little knowledge of how to transform institutions overnight except by
force, and none on how to cope with the consequences.
When it is said that schools of public policy teach the practice of
incrementalism, I can only respond: "Guilty as charged." They are
meliorative, seeking to move away from known bads rather than toward
grandiose goods. The models students make are generally based on the
existing situation, moving beyond them in order to test the possibility of
making modest improvements.
Besides being incrementalist, schools of policy are also parochial. They
do not study the whole but the parts. They do not necessarily fix the entire
difficulty but only those portions over which their clients have some measure
of control. Should 90 percent of the difficulty lie elsewhere, products of
schools of policy are likely to ask how the remaining 10 percent may be
altered so as to better achieve the desired outcome. Thus policy analysts are
localists at heart. They want to know what is happening in some small and
therefore manageable part of the country.
Analysts are empiricists. They are, to refer to the usual animadversion,
data grubbers. If the data do not exist, they will create rough approximations,
even if they have to stay in uncomfortable positions for days making rough
counts. Should data be missing, they will do without or fill in using rough,
proximate methods. Where theory fails or is inapplicable-in other words,
most of the time-they will resort to brute empiricism, trying one alternative
after another until a better fit is achieved.
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Analysts are minieconomists. The value of a good or service is what is
given up to get it. This immersion in "opportunity costs" stresses alternative
use of resources. Thus the negative as well as positive part of change, costs
as well as benefits, receive attention.
Completed work is the aim of the analyst. The implementation of
analysis-its acceptance by the client organization, its conversion into
programmatic action, its execution in the field, evaluation of its operations,
and its subsequent modification to better achieve desirable results-is the
success the analyst seeks.
A self-study done at the Graduate School of Public Policy at the
University of California, Berkeley, provides findings that I believe to be
widely applicable. Students report that their course of study prepares them
well for their future work. A sampling of positions they occupy suggest~ that
(a) many are doing what they studied for, and that (b) some have moved to
top jobs. 1

CHALLENGES TO TilE ANALYTIC ENTERPRISE

Why, then, should these schools change? My account, thus far, has
veered away from unresolved conflicts. After all, every organization has
difficulties, experiences contradictions, cannot copy with everything equally
well. And in the past, these contradictions have not mattered much because
they have not reached down to the foundations on which schools of public
policy rest. Nonetheless I believe schools will change because now their
foundations are shifting.
Chances are, however, that this change will be incrementalist, as in the
model taught by the schools themselves. The best bet always is that the future
will be like the past plus or minus 5 percent. And to be sure, there is not at
this moment any imposing reason why schools of public policy should
change. Indeed, we can be certain they will mainutin a lot of what they do
they will still teach similar subjects in their core curriculum; they will still be
fieldwork-oriented. Why? Because it works and because it is essential. Even
so, I think they will also change.
Let us begin anticipating change by talking abollt certain strains that
have been part of these schools almost from the beginning, anomalies that
will grow so sharp as to call forth efforts at remedial action.
Students are liberal. Why does one go to a school of policy? It cannot be
because he thinks everything is just wonderful the way it is; if so, he would
go to a school of business. Our students are change-oriented. This can lead to
a creative form of despair; they love to do good but discover that they (or the
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project on which they are working) are doing poorly. I have held many
counseling sessions with students on the difficulty of helping. It is, as the
saying goes, up to the wise to undo the damage done by the good. Other
matters are not so easy to resolve.
From the beginning students have requested that important matters of
values, of what is desired, be considered, not just the status quo. Every
school deals with this in some way. Eventually a course in moral problems of
public policy appears. There are the moral problems of the analyst: When do
I resign? Is it right to take clients' money and undermine them? Can I work
for organizations that are not as pure or egalitarian or as intelligent as I would
like? Discussing the professional problems of policy analysts, however, is
only a beginning.
The next step is to give course work on moral problems of public policy
in which deep differences in values become apparent. Topics vary but
abortion, affirmative action, and the siting of dangerous facilities are
favorites . Schools need resilient and dedicated faculty members who can take
a lot of abuse, who are patient as well as analytical. It is not easy to find
faculty to do this but eventually it gets done.
The problem is that piecemeal discussion of value conflict is all right so
long as the range of agreement in society is substantial. Analysts can then
feel that they act as critics; they criticize the status quo, plus or minus 5
percent; when they are more critical, maybe 12.5 percent. When differences
among elites grow to a substantial size, however, criticism becomes difficult
to manage. The wider the disparity in values, the fewer acts each side is
willing to certify, the more problematic knowledge becomes. Hence the
analytical enterprise, which depends on taking most things for granted so
others can be analyzed, becomes precarious. It is the growing polarization of
elites, I believe, that will spur change in schools of public policy.
There has been a social revolution in our time, a redistribution of power
in relationships between men and women, white and black, parents and
children, to mention just a few of the great social-cum-value changes. These
are not peripheral matters. They are central to how we live with each other.
And the direction of change, so far, is clear: people who believe in equality
of condition are much stronger (I did not say dominant) nowadays than they
have been for a hundred years. But, at the same time, there is also a stronger
pro-market, libertarian group, which talks about incentives, about reduction
of marginal tax rates, about removing regulatory restrictions, about market
alternatives to practically everything the government does, from school
lunches to social security. The difference between now and the 1940s and
1950s is that free marketers are much more vocal and much more literate.
FA. Hayek, for example, hardly heard of before, is now their exemplar. You
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could not have a Jack Kemp or a Newt Gingrich or even a Gary Hart without
the deeper dedication to market prinLiples that we have seen.
The social conservatism found among religious fundamentalisLs is
gaining strength as well. Their views are manifest in discussions of prayer
and abortion. Their vision of social and moral differences being larger and
less negotiable than they have recently been is not widely popular but, like its
rivals, is becoming more strident. Just as the belief in greater equality of
condition implies opposition to authority (diminution of differences hetween
all sorts of people, including public officials and citizens), so does belief in
authority imply that society ought to enforce codes of acceptable behavior.
Though egalitarian and fundamentalist elites are alike in their fervor, they
differ in the direction of their passions; the fonner would regulate business
but deregulate, so to speak, social relationships among consenting adults; the
latter would deregulate business, viewing it as part of the natural order of
things, so long as it did not oppose the re-regulation of personal behavior.
It can be argued with considerable merit that the mass of the popUlation
is far less polarized than elites. Certainly, party activists are far more extreme
in their views than are party identifiers in the popUlation. Individual members
of interest groups are more moderate than their leaders. Readers and listeners
are less polarized than reporters and commentators for the major media. Yet
it is these activists, leaders, and media personalities who shape the
consideration of issues. They are the ones, together with politicians, who
determine which policy alternatives receive credence and which do not. We
have to be concerned with elites and the institutions they operate because it is
these party, interest group, and media institutions that are the intermediaries
between citizens and government.
Schools of public policy do not deal with, have never dealt with, and
were never designed to deal with large-scale social change. One reason is
that social change is one of the least understood subjects of all time.
Academics have made reputations by trying to talk about large-scale social
change. Like the talking dog, however, it is not so much what they say but
the fact they say it at all that is remarkable. Another reason, when you are
talking mostly about students at the master's level, is that there is no market
for radical change. After all, big change, if considered at all in democratic
societies, is reserved for politicians. Nor are most people likely to pay others
to do them in--not knowingly, anyway. Still, even if there is no demand for
analysts to sponsor radical (or, for that maUer, reactionary) change, the fact
of change, indeed of conflicting desires for change poses a fundamental
challenge for schools of policy.
As elite differe.nces grow larger, analysts are going to have to answer a
critical question: How might they bring people together so there can be
agreement on a minimal basis for collective endeavor? For the analytic
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enterprise rests on sufficient agreement within society to bring data to bear
on modest departures from whatever exists.

CAN THE CENTER HOLD?

Polarization is the enemy of moderation. Extremism in the defense of
liberty, to take a slogan from the 1964 presidential bid of Barry Goldwater,
can be a vice if it precludes cooperation with other groups. Since it is no
more possible to maximize simultaneously in opposing directions in policy
than in engineering, the term "trade-offs" has been used to signify the
necessity of giving up part of one's preferences in order to realize others.
Seeking solutions without acknowledging the necessity for tradeoffs, a taboo
in policy analysis, is a standard sign of extremism. So is making tradeoffs
itself a term of abuse, uttered only by the weak-kneed and mealy-mouthed.
Unremitting hostility toward government or markets, denigration of policy
based on either one, or a combination of both, not only makes political
compromise difficult, it all but excludes the possibility of policy analysis. If
there is to be only a single criterion of choice and only one instrument of
policy, there is no need for analysts, only for people able to count up to one.
Increasing (but, of course, not total) polarization will make scholars in
schools of policy more acutely aware of the presuppositions under which
they operate. Not least of these are toleration, moderation, and what follows
from them, namely, a modicum of objectivity. In other words, what had been
assumed-substantial consensus over values-will, in a context of elite
polarization, become problematic. Hence attention will have to be devoted to
what makes analysis possible and fruitful, to its necessities and not, as now,
to its luxuries, like whether existing policies ought to be moved a few
degrees in this or that direction.
In the aftermath of the Civil War, the bloodiest war of the nineteenth
century, attention in the United States turned to such subjects as citizenship
and compromise. Political parties became an object of attention precisely
because it was the breakdown of their integrative capacities that had opened
the way to internal strife. Considering that every large-scale institution in
American life, whether these be trade unions, the big churches, the houses of
Congress, or the national political parties, is in trouble today, concern with
them is long overdue. For who, then, will take over the integrative function
of reconciling divergent views? And why, in the absence of reconciliation,
should the contending factions care about research other than as a weapon in
ideological combat?

Schools of policy will have to find ways in which evidence matt.ers.
Therefore they will have to find ways in which polarized elites can talk and
make sense to one another, thus making empirical inquiry worthwhile. If
getting in touch with something out there does not matter or matters very
little, then schools of policy will not matter. For self-preservation, if for
nothing else, they will begin to study larger-scale social change. They will
become more reflective in trying to understand the conditions of democratic
life that would make schools like them possible. And they will also become
more meliorative in trying to (re)create these conditions.
To the extent that these predictions prove false, that is, to the degree the
current consensus remains or is strengthened, schools of public policy should
remain much as they are today. Should polarization grow, however, I expect
these schools to add on to their curricula a methodological concern with
penetrating other cultures and a philosophical interest in the relationship
between facts and values in society and, therefore, in policy analysis.
Political subjects-{)nce taken for granted as part of the background
assumptions of analysis and, therefore, safe from scrutiny-will be
reexamined. Among such subjects will be democracy, consensus, authority,
legitimacy-the corpus of political philosophy.
Will schools of policy be absorbed into political science, much as
schools of business have become more extensive departments of economics?
That depends, I think, on whether the field of policy analysis is capable of, or
interested in, a second intellectual revolution. The first revolution merged
economics and politics through the study of public choice. Without this
development, essentially a modem revival of classical political economy, the
economists and political scientists who make up the bulk of the faculty would
have had far less in common to sustain their collaboration.
The second revolution, if it is to come about, must join political
economy to political cultllfe, must move from the achievement of given
objectives to their formulation. When economists are asked where objectives
(read preferences, desires, values) come from, they say that these are
"exogenous" - given outside of the system being investigated. Thus the very
reasons for allowing or encouraging economic markets, the desire to lead a
life of bidding, bargaining and self-regulation, are presumably outside the
scope of economic analysis. So long as there is widespread consensus on the
desirability of accepting the results of market transactions, taking them for
granted does little harm. But when it is precisely their desirability rather than
their operation that is at issue, when the morality of markets is one of the
poles around which conflict centers, treating the contested as incontestable
leaves a great deal to be desired.
Were the field of policy analysis to treat values as "endogenous"
emerging from the processes by which people construct, modify and reject
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Lhe institutions that comprise the shared values and social practices of their
cultures-the formulation of preferences and the attempts to better realize
them would be joined together in theory, as they are in practice. The fact of
elite polarization would be seen as an opportunity to move from a one-sided
emphasis on the realization of given objectives to an equivalent concentration
on their formulation. Once the way people organize themselves is seen as a
source of preferences, moreover, different types of organizations can be
associated with the characteristic biases that impel them to define problems
(or, better still, what is problematic) differently. Problem solving will still be
an essential characteristic of policy analysis, but it will be joined by its twin,
problem finding-the study of what comes to be defined as a problem of
public policy for adherents of different political cultures. Should it survive
this cure, policy analysis, along with the schools that attempt to inculcate it,
should emerge intellectually chastened-more variegated, more self-critical,
and more aware of its dependence on social relations.

INTRODUCTION

ANALYSIS AS ART

AARON WILDA VSKY

Note
1.

Among the job titles given by the graduates were the following:
Professional Staff Member, Congressional Committee; Program
Review Analyst; Foreign Services Officer; Legislative Analyst; Partner,
Solar Center; Management Consultant; Supervising Analyst; News
Producer; Deputy Attorney General; Chief Economist (bank); Chief,
Finance Office (city); Fair Housing Specialist; Division Director (state
energy program); and Lobbyist.

"w hat is Policy Analysis?
Why do you ask?"
Anonymotu

It would he a disservice to suggest that my images of policy analysis
sprang full blown from imagination, or with the exact order into which
these ideas have been pressed here. These conceptions are shaped by what
was happening to me - devising a curriculum for a school of public
policy, as much in an effort to understand analysis as to teach it _ and
to the country - the social programs of the sixties , Altered through one
to two hundred analyses a year done by students and colleagues. That
I came to analysis via the study of budgeting, in which politics and eco
nomics are intertwined, may account for my refusal to clissolve one into
the other and my preference for trying to keep them together as political
economy. Though now I think of myself as a political economist, I was
first a political scientist. The capacity to make decisions in the future,
to mobilize support for substance - that is, political rationality _ is as
least as important as generatillg economic growth so that there will be
reSOurces to allocate. Since policy analysis is ahollt people, a category in
which I am forced to include myself, my experiences matter.
Having begun with modest expectations (politics discourages
heroics) I 11ave not been disillusioned by the difficulty of Rnding programs
that work well. There was little reasoll to believe that speaking truth to
power (if only we had either!) would be more successful now than in
1
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the past. Problem-solving may, however, give way to problem sllccession
(cut one off and another sprouts). Instead of attending only to trouhle
(how far have we fallen short?), I have learned also to ask whether our
cnrrent difficulties are better or worse for people than the ones we used
to have. On this score, as I will try to show, modest optimism is justified.
It is no mean accomplishment that the federal government has put its
money where its mouth is by increasing both absolutely and proportion
ately the amounts devoted to social-welfare programs. It helps to learn
what government is worse at doing (changing citizens' behavior) and
what it is better at doing (moving money). Then we would be less sur
prised that citizens are hetter able to get government to change what it
does than they are at getting government to change the way their fellow
citizens behave.
In the heginning, however, were the words - attractive, elusive,
frustrating. How can you teach (or write a book about) a subject if you
can't say what it is?
At the Graduate School of Public Policy in Berkeley, I discouraged
discussions on the meaning of policy analysis. Hundreds of conversations
on this slippery suhject had proven futile, even exasperating, possibly
dangerous. For whenever my colleagues and I began our courses by ask
ing "What is a policy analysis?" or, a choice that proved to be worse,
"\Vhat is a problem?" student anxiety rose alarmingly. The classroom
crackled with tension . It \-vas as if students felt the faculty were withhold
ing something vital - the strange and simple secret of analysis (which
we must have known because students couldn't learn it). Perhaps analysis
was like one of T. S. Eliot's creatures in Old Possum's Book of Practical

Cats.
'''hen you notice a cat in profound meditation ,
The reason, I tell you, is always the same:
His mind is engaged in rapt contemplation
Of the thought, of the thought, of the thought of his name:
His ineffable effable
Effanineffable
Deep and inscrutable singular Name.
Yet our promise of pie in the sky by-anci-by, though designed of course,
to soothe the raging beast, was proved by experience. Students did learn
to do analysis; ancI if our observation and their job experience were any
gllide, students not only felt but were more competent. What was it,
then, that could be learned but not explailled, that all of us could some
times do but that none of us could ever define (at least to anybody else's
satisfaction)? Our inscrutable ineffable friend, policy analysis. Cold com
fort; those who can't say what it is, teach, and those who can do policy
analysis, still can't say how it was possible to cIa it.
A first clue came from an unusual aspect of our teaching experience:

.,

policy analysis is hetter taught backward. Instead of beginning by for
mulating a prohlem, considering alternative solutions, developing criteria,
applying criteria to data, and so 011, students' work improVf'd when ex
ercises \-vent the other way around. The best way to begin I{'arning was
to apply strong criteria to good data, go on to create criteria and discover
alternatives, and, aft~r numerous trials, formulate a problem at the very
end. Why did anxiety decline and confidence rise when entering through
the back door? Possibly. formulatillg the prohlem was more like the end
than the beginning of analysis.
Reflection, accompanied by o\)sC'I'\'ation of research in public policy,
revealed that creativity consists of finding a problem about which some
thing can and ought to be done. In a word, the solution is part of defining
the problem. Mike Teitz tells about a soldier in New Zealand who was
ordered to build a bridge across a river without enough men or material.
He stared along the bank looking glum when a Maori woman came along
asking, "Why so sad, soldier?" He explained that he had heen given a
problem for which there was no solution. Immediately she brightened,
saying, "Cheer up! No solution, no problem."
Problem-finding is analogous to inventing or theorizing. In invention
the task is not to compile a list of all unfulfilled human needs (or even
the shorter list of those which deserve fulfillment), but to connect what
might be wanted \vith what can be provided . The prizes in science go to
those who choose problems that turn out to be interesting and solvable.
So, too, in policy analysis, the most creative calculations concern finding
problems for which solutions might be attempted . No wonder, then, that
students go into shock the first week if they are (in effect) asked to cre
ate original social inventions. Even their teachers usually can't do that on
demand. Because policy analysis presumes creativity, a suhject on which
much is written but little is known, our inahility to teach analysis directly
is easy to understand. (The injunction "Be Creative!" is notoriously un
helpful. )

PROBLE~fS

OF

I~fPLE~fENTATION

\Vhat tools does the policy analyst use? Qualitative political theory, for
refining Ollr picture of where we want to go; quantitative lllodeling, for
systematizing guesswork on how to get there; microeconomics , for dis
ciplining desire with limited resources, and macro-organization theory, for
instilling the will to correct errors: each has its place. Policy analysis,
however, is one activity for which there can he no fixed program. for
policy analysis is synonymous with creativity, which may be stimulated
hy theory and sharpened hy practice, which can he learned but not
taught.
Creativity in policy analysis may have social roots. History is food
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for thought. All who have Jived through the exalted promises and dis
appointed hopes fed by the social programs of the sixties, to come to our
times, are seared by that experience. Much of the scholarship of the seven
ties, my own included, has been an effort to understand what went wrong
and to learn how things might he made to work hetter, or whether govern
ment should take some actions at all. The more govel'llment attempts to
do, the larger its difficulties. For in that greater attempt it must intervene
further in personal behavior or extract more of personal income. Diog
enes notwithstanding, it appeared easier to find an honest man than an
effective program. Why?
Visiting \Vashington, I heard the plaintive cry that prospects which
looked rosy there would dissipate in the hinterlands of this vast continent.
In response I started an action-research project in Oakland, California.
When Jeff Pressman told me that a program designed to create minority
employment there was creuited with stopping riots, I asked him to in
vestigate. It tllrned out that little had happened. As simple as the project
appeared, it had run into numerous detours, delays, and blind al1eys. To
discover why something that seemed simple actual1y was so convoluted,
we wrote a book on hnplementation 1 to show how the complexity of
joint action - lTlultitudes of agenci(:'s, innumerable regulations , stacked-up
levels of government - made it difficult to move. The reforms of the past
lay like benign booby traps, which could make one stumble ev~n if they
did not explode. Yet al1 this had been sd up for reasons that once seemed
good.
.
The more the nation attempted to control public policy, the less con
trol there seemed to be. A troublesome parallel aspect of this expanding
puhlic sector was the feeling that unintended consequences were over
whelming the ability to cope. Vast changes were taking place amid sus
picion that here was change for change's sake alone. Immobility and
change appeared to be different sides of the same coin. Increasingly poli
cies led lives of their own, independent of human volition. I wondered if
policy could possibly be its own cause.
Indeetl, it was possihle. The larger each policy grows in its own sec
tor, the more it insinuates itself into the man-made environment with
which we must contend. !\fore and more public policy is about coping
with consequences of past policies - years of controversy over spending
a billion dollars of federal money in New York City on highways or sub
ways go on without a word abollt responding to its transportation needs
but a million words about using other people's money - and less and
less about events in society. The more we do, therefore, the more there is
for us to do, as each program bumps into others and sets off consequences
a]] down the Jine. In this way past solutions, if they are large enough,
turn illto future problems. And who is to deal with such prohlems? Nat
ura)]y, those people paid to work at it fu)] time, namely, the bureaucracy.
That is how the bureaucratic sectors of policy become at once the strong
est stokers and the most determined dampers of change. In the growing
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bllreaucratization of puhlic policy, we experienc(:' direct consequences of
the good things we have done - in alledating poverty, irllproving medi
cine, increasing safety, pllrifying the f'nvironnwnt, and all the rest. \Vhy
then do we feel so bad about the good we have tried to do?
The title of Chapter 2, "Doing Better and Feeling Worse," expresses
the contradiction: health rates for all sectors of the population have im
proved; access to medical facilities for the poor and elderly are more
nearly equal; yet the feeling of crisis in health ('are grows. Unwillillg to
try either a market solution, abolishing insurance and suhsidy, or a bu
reaucratic solution, abolishing private medicine, we k('ep funneling in
more money and complaining about the iuRation that comes out. \Vflere
does the fault lie, then - with policies that have undesirable side effects,
or with people who want the policies, but not the resulting perils?
Comparing the social statp of the nation hefore and after these social
policies, however, I wondpr if we would be willillg to trade current prob
lems for those we used to have. I would not. I don 't consider the sixties
a disastrous decade nor would I go back willingly to a time when race,
poverty, environment, and a host of other difficlllties were ignored . Per
haps, instead, we need to ask if present standards for judging public
policies are appropriate.
Thinking that social ills are puzzlps that can be solved (once and for
all, as President Carter might say) instead of problems that may be al
leviated or eventually superseded, can make us despond(>nt when they do
not yield to our ministrations . A good comparison is to do something, as
opposed to nothing, and then evalllate the result. The rub there is that
you don't kllow whether some other action migllt have been better or
worse. A better comparison is to contrast tlw prohlems we' have 1I0W with
those \ve had before. Instead of thinking of permanent sollltions we
should think of permanent problems in the sense that one prohlem always
succeeds and replaces another. Then WI' might ask whether today's an
swers are more moral or more effective than the sollltioll.1I th ey sllcceeded
or which they might replace. Are torlay's inAated medical costs preferable
to yesterday's restricted access to medical care? The capacity of policies
to generate more interesting successors and our ability better to Iparn
from them what we ought to prefer, lllay he their most important quality.
But why don't public agencies seem to profit from mistakes? Is it be
calise these institutions don't want to (t he worse condition.1I get the higher
their budget), or don't know how? Study of hudgeting in federal recrea
tion agencies pointed me ill the right direction. 2 The traditional hudget
was attuned to its political environment hut did not produce an evalua
tion that questioned fllndamental assumptions hphind programs. The new
program budget, which was Ollt of tun(' with politics but designed to do
analysis, also failed to use evaluation that would challenge current pro
grams. The important quest ion, therefore, is why agellcies, regardless of
their techniques , do not lise evaluation.
The easy answer is that organizations dOIl't want tu rock the boat;
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they establish interests - benefits, careers, clientele - apart from any sup
posedly desirable objectives. The hard answer is that, in order to do good
things, organizations need sources of support that encourage stability as
well as change. Resistance to evaluation is part of self-protection. Skepti
cism dashes with dogma in organizations as well as in thought. Getting
organizations to act is the hardest part of policy analysis. Unless it is de
signed to be still born, analysis includes action. That is why efforts to
make organizational considerations an integral part of policy analysis
( rather than an afterthought) are essential.
My expe rience as an administrator reinforced a passion for correct
ing errors . Trying to avoid error stultifies ; hesides , no application of care
will avoid all mistakes. Expecting to make errors and pick up after one
self is much more satisfactory. John Wheeler wrote, "our whole problem
is to make errors fast enough." Yet, in a university where every colleaglle
is king and rationalization is high art, it is hard to convince people who
think they know better to recognize mistakes and persuade them (orders
are out of the question) to take corrective action. In teaching, if errors
are nobody's business except the instructors', other colleagues will pay no
attention and there will he no external and independent corrective. You
will find that in the appendix to this book on "Principles for a Graduate
School of Public Policy" I suggest a collective interest in correcting the
required courses. By making it clear that error was expected, correction
was considered commonplace and those corrected did not feel threatened.
Finding a new mistake became the thing to do . Unless recognition of er
rors is rewarded, they will not be corrected.
To recognize error is one thing: to become a side-show example of
error that cannot be corrected is quite another. If governmental agencies
are asked to change people's behavior (health habits , reading scores,
criminal activities) that no one can (or is willing to) control, agencies
will be guilty of failure even before being so charged . No one likes to
be dubbed a failure, so public agencies try to escape by transforming
what they can do into what they are supposed to do . If the change is
within the agency, control1able resources may b ecome the agency's objec
tives; what agency would fail to seck salvation by spending? Or if the
change is in the client, an agency can find clientele (reading-ready chil
dren, employable adults, healthy elderly ) who will be able to achieve
those objectives.
Making what one can do into what one is supposed to accomplish , or
choosing capable clients who are already accomplished, are means of con
structing a benevolent environment. But escaping external censure is not
the same as an internal desire for self-correction.
The good organization evaluates its own activities , correcting error
as it goes along, and acknowledging mistakes as a way of improving per
fornlance. Because it goes against organizational nature, however, self
evaluation must be reinforced by studies that are external, multiple, inde-

p endt>llt, and continllOIlS. Evaluation should he iJl(\ppenc1 ent ( and
therefore e:xtel'llal) to avoid s(,lf-sen'ing hehavior. n('callse mon' than Olle
political perspective is illvoh'cd, evaluation should h e 1111lltipl e . ~Iulti
plicity also facilitates gene ration of altf'rnativ('s without which l'hoi('p can
not be genuine. Because therc is no one trllth - ind eed, hecause correct
ing ('ITor rather than estahlishing truth is the norlll - (-'valllation shollld
he continuous so that common understandillgs (Ilot Ill e re assertions) can
grow. Evaluatioll fares well when a variety of organizations are motivated
to conduct and use studies. Evaluation , therefore , is C'oncC'i,'cd best as a
social procedure that is the cumulati\'f~ result of many efforts rather than
just one .
If cvalution is social, correction of errors depends oil how society is
organized. The relative obj ectivity of allalysis depends on people Ii \ling
together in reasonable tr\lst " 'ithin a common cultllre. The cultural con
ditions within which anal ysis takes place - th e sort of social structure
thought desirahle, the values to he ohtained - guide and shape what is
done. If trust declines, the framework of facts that can be taken for
granted declines with it , \Vithout agreemellt on a starting place, there is
no end to debate. Theories hardcn into dogma , and assertion replaces evi
dence. Policif's thell are j\ldged not by their merits hilt hy the motives of
their proposers.
Evaluation of programs , to be Sllre , is not lH·cessarily analysis of
policy. Telling peopl e they have not ac11icved inte nded objectives does
not necessarily h e lp them discover what shoulcllll' dOlH'. Unfortunate pro
gram Illanagers who need to kilO\\, which activity desen'cs priority in the
budget are not helped hy hlanket co))uC'llln ation or the kind of proposals
that only th e prcsid pnt, COil gress , the United Natiolls - anyhody hut
someone at their leve l - can act llpon ,
Looking back at what we want from e valuation in political arenas 
recognition alld correction of errors , ('ncouraged hy social processes rich
with \'aried reactions - we see something sim ilar to decisioll-makillg
in ecollomic markets. For a market to qualify as relatively fair and fllIlC
tioning, it might have many huyers and scll('rs (not just olle), repeatedly
makillg independent hids (not just onc(' ), evaluating results compared
to opportunities plsewhere (not just in this mark et ), In a word , markets
should he rife with rt>dundancy. Each hid huilds upon and succeeds the
olle hefore, and errors are corrected hy historical cOlllparison \\'ith tht'
last previous interaction. Prices that rellect current conditiolls are retained
ancI thosc which no not are re jt'cteu. ~'fnrkds that function so as to recog
nize and correct (-,ITor, then·fore, fulfill normc; for interactioll (independ
ence, multiplicity, cOlltinuity ) that aid hll)"( 'aucracies in c valuation.
Just as no man necessarily is good for all seasollS, nO institution's
structure is equally appropriate ullder any anu all cOllditions . Private
markets have well-known imperfections , such as failing to take' arcount
of inequalities in distribution of income. Markets make dollars ( not peo
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pIe ) equal. The external effects of individual actions, when what one
does imposes direct burdens on others who cannot be compensated, may
demand non market mechanisms. If markets werc perfect, after all, there
would be no need for governmental intervention. Suppose, however, we
remove the distinction between economic markets and political arenas, by
considering a problem - inRation of medical costs - for which contem
porary history has ruled out a market solution. Is it better for government
to exert cost control by monitoring every transaction in hospitals at the
cost of being overwhelmed or should government give lump sums, not to
be exceeded, leaving to hospitals the detailed allocation of resources?
Even within a governmental structure, then, planning and politics
cogitation versus interaction - compete for our loyalties. It is not politics
and economics that are at loggerheads , because both are forms of interac
tion, but rather orders that tell people what to do versus helping them
figure things out for themselves.
If planning were judged by results , that is, by whether life followed
the dictates of the plan, then planning has failed everywhere it has been
tried. Nowhere are plans fulfilled . No one, it turns out, has the knowledge
to predict sequences of actions and reactions across the realm of public
policy, and no one has the power to compel obedience. So far so bad.
\Vh)', then, is planning so popular? \Vh)', facing universally negative ex
perience, is planning still pursued? flas mankind's desire to control its
fate - on paper with a plan, if nowhere e lse - led to justification not by
deeds hut by faith? If so, planning is not so much an answer to a ques
tion about public policy (what should be done about polluted water or
bad health or whatever?) but a question in the form of an answer: pro
vide a plan.
Thinking about planning in poor countries,:! I wondered whether fol
lowing the forms of planning (specifying and ranking objectives, seled
ing alternatives, choosing the best one) was valued not for what planning
did but for what it was - comprehensive, coordinated, consistent, above
all, rational. Thus, planning led me to rationa1ity. How could it be ra
tional to fail? If planlling led to failure, if it led to bad hehavior instead
of right action, then planning must be irrational, i.e., known to produce
wrong results.
The method called the "rational paradigm" (order objectives, COm
pare alternatives, choose the highest ranking ) is mistaken as describing
either how decisions are or ought to be made . This paradigm conveys
the wrong-headed impression that all one has to do to answer a question
is to ask it. Just how thoroughly availahle answers determine the kinds of
questions asked (as solutions often search for problems" and resources
affect objectives) remains unrecognized . Creativity is compromised by
squeezing the peregrinations of the mind into one sequence. 5 The deriva
tion of the word analysis itself, which comes from a Greek root meaning
subdivide, is derogated by inlplying that everything was understood at
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once, not, as is far morc likel y, in steps through which , darting back and
forth, difficulties are divided and decomposed until they are made man
ageable or ahandoned . The hypothetical Journal of Negative Res'uiis is a
nonstarter. Intellectual cogitation is treated as if all were done by a sin
gle mind while the contrihlltions of countless oth~rs , whose social snpport
is indispensable for past id eas and future criticism, is neglected. Meall
while a passion for gaining power over nature b y acting as if th ere had
always been (and, therefore, always will be ) an orderly universe over
whelms everyday ohservation to the contrary.
\Vhat could be rati r)1lally wrong with collectivcdy considering wh ere
\ve want to go and what might be th e best way of gettillg there? So much
is wrong it is hard to know where to begin . The question itself is confus
ing. Does destination know no limitation? Do we first decide where and
then how? This priority is perverse; it is no better than the reverse, as if
the journey always mattere :l lI10re than the destination . No, where one
wishes to go depends on whethe r olle is able to get there. Life is larger
than our categOlies. \Vhen my grandfather lost the family fortune , com
prised of fifty rubles, he went to see the local miracle Rabbi , Joseph of
Slutsk, who consulted mystical works , and told him to collect ten kopecs
apiece from his friends and relatives and take it to the train. "But where
shall I go?" Grandpa cried. "As far as your money will take yon ," replied
the Habhi , who knew more ahout the relationship of resources to objec
tives than his seemingly scientific su~cessors.
Error manifests it~elf as confusion between a modc' of presenting re
sults and a method of making choices. Having fini shed a study or made a
decision, we And it economical of tim e and effort to present not the his
torical evolution, the short cuts , the blind alleys, the trial and error that
led to a recommendation, but, by way of summary, the alternatives
adopted with the evidence in favor of th e winning one. Alas, the form
has come to be identified as the substance of rationality. And so depar
hIres from this facile form of presentation are now laheled irrational both
as description ("the crazy-quilt patterns of politics") or prescription
("man has been made into a machine by soulless market forces " ) .
Here again interest in budgeting proved hf'Jpful. Originall y I had
seen that budgetary procedur~s based on comprehensive planning failed
from the usual lack of knowledge and power. No one knew how to do
program budgeting (comparing consequences horizontally across all ma
jor programs) or zero-base budgeting (compaling n'snlts vertically within
each program by starting from scratch each year ) because the required
calculations boggled the mind. Both budgeting methods threatened to
burden operating agencies with greater central control without enabling
them to offer compensating gains; agencies thus lacked incentives to co
operate. The purpose of analysis is to connect knowledge with power, not
ignorance with weakness .
\Vhen time and attention are scarce it cannot be rational to re\'ive
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all past conflicts or reconsider all past solutions ( those which work and
those which don't ) . Simplification is essential to avoid being swamped.
Sensitivity studies, the efFort to cletermine which variables might (or, al
most as important, might not) affect policy recommendations, are part
and parcel of analysis. Only in this way can one learn which variahles
may be left out safely so that analysis can be converted into action. The
analysis of analysis, so to speak - relating resources to objectives in the
act of analysis, the knowledgc, time , ancl assistance available to the
analyst - clemonstrates the need for simplification. Analyst, stucly thyself!
One must clecide how much intellectual as well as material resources are
worth expending on each program. Feasibility is studied in order to learn
whether and at what cost ohstacles may be overcome. To sum up, be
cause analysis of policy is supposed to be an applied discipline, it in
cludes not only thinking tip ideas but also facilitating their application.
There is a diffe rence between including expected difficulties of imple
rnentation ill analysis, which is part of good craftsmanship, and acting to
implement the analysis, which is salesmanship. In my book, craftsmanship
is mandatory but salesmanship is voluntary. The unarmeo analyst rarely
conquers. I appreciate the value of those analysts who have done their bit
by doing good work. ~vly personal preference, having gone that far, is to
supplement knowledge with persuasion by actively helping policy ideas
make their way in this world .
If analysis is about accol1lplishment, it shonlcl be llseful to study that
element in organizations which specializes in information ahout results .
\Vhen I taught courses on information systems clesigned to improve de
cision-making (management by objectives , social inclicators, the critical
path method, PPBS, ZBR, national planning), a common pattern ap
peared: rationality was thollght to inhere in ohjectives. Ohjectives are to
ue rankecl, compared, discussed, imposed, acceptecl - everything, it
seems, except realized. A moment's thought should convince anyone that
objectives depend on resources, for what one might do depends in part
on the resources olle has for achieving goals. But, if the point is obviolIs,
why is it so often miss ed? Just as every newly marri ed couple hopes to
a void whatever led to the previous divorce, so a fixation on objectives is a
reaction against a prior romance with resources. Where oldcr modes of
justification concentrated on resource inputs (effort, monies, personnel),
new modes concentrate on objectives ( reading scores, health rates , return
to prison ). Analysis of policy, hy contrast, always considers resources and
objectives, means and e nds together, never separately . The proper com
parisoIl for the policy analyst is always between alternative programs,
which combine resources and objectives , in different ,vays, but not the
one or the other in isolation. By making it appear that rationality resided
in the activity of ranking objectives, planning had become ineffective and
therefore irrational.
Yd my own argument that rationality resides in results eviclently
was not cOll\'incing enough to planlIers, nor did it go deep enough. Why
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were plaJlners so dead set against spolltancity and so insistent on control?
I had missed the war of opposites dose to the heart of disputes over
planning. Two images hegan to grow in my mind. Onc was of social
interaction, as in political arenas or ('conomic markcts, where people pur
sue their own interests, and the re sults of their reactions are summed up
in decisions about oHlce holde rs or prices without anyone neccssarily con
trolling the sequences of individual actions or intending an outcome. The
troublesome aspects of social illteraction are its willfulness, messiness , alld
apparent disorder. Selfishness and chaos lack appeal as organizing prin
ciples. To remedy these defects, I drew from Lindblom the opposing
image of intellectual cogitation 0 that orders social relations through
mental processes as if they were taking place in one mind. Control is ex
ercised by anticipation. Social actors are assigned positions, given motiva
tions, and guided through the mind of the plann e r to that destination de
termined to be in the best interest of all. Intellectual cogitation itlIpOSt·s
severe strains on coglIitive capacities; central command is in danger of
becoming remote or oppressive . The conflict betwce n social interaction
and intellectual cogitation invoh'es diHerent psychologies ( cxpression
versus control ), cognitive styles (adaptation versus anticipation), political
process es (hargainillg versus hierarchy), and moral calcu Ius (the individ
ual versus the collective) , \Nith di [fen'nces so f undalllcntal that their full
extcnt is often unrecognized, it is not slll'prisin~ that apparent agr eement
on one direction breaks dO\vll on others, or that there is difficulty agrceing
on facts - which in any event rarely appeal decisive in designing or eval
Ilating policies.
o These ideas (and the terms "social illteractioll " Vl' rsllS "inkll('ctllal cogitation")
originated from dissatisfaction with my own previous work on planning . (See "If
Planning Is Everything, t\laybe It's Nothing," ]'()fi r U Sr.icll ces, Vol. 4 , No . 2 ( June
1973), pp . 127-15.3. Readers would say "y('s , YPs," hilt n ot ma ny minds were changed .
Earlier, J ha d thollght that more could be clon e with Charlp~ E. Lindblom's "mutual
partisan adjustment" as a m e chanism for policy des ign. See his The Illtelligen ce of
Democracy (New York: Free PresS, 1965) . A~ J bc g ~ 1l writing this hook, the neces
sity of connecting thought to action was IIPPPl'lllost ill Ill)' mind, a conllection that
had to be made without sac rifi c illg one to the other. The t(, l'm "inte ra ctioll" h as been
a staple of soc iological thinking and disco\ll'~e for gelle ra tiolls , not least in the work
of Georg Simmel, who df:'vot e d his llwmmH'lltal So z io logi c (190R ) in 110 small
measure to soziale ''''ecl!selwirkrmg, writillg that "Socie ty is merely the nam e for a
number of indi\'iduals c onl10.c te cl by interaction ." Tran~l a tio!l hy Kllrt H. 'Wolff , Th e
SOCiology of G eo rg Siflllnci ( Ne \V Ynrk : Free Pr('ss . HFiO ), p . 10. "Intelle ctu a l co gita
tion" cam e from thinking of a parall e l to ''social illtf'ract io ll ." Later , whe ll I sent a
preliminary draft of chapter V to Lindhlolll, I rl' cc ivr' d pape rs frOll! him shl)wing
that his thollght was far adv ance u on thes e matters . His main intent is to compare
capitalism and communism; min e is to think abollt poli cy a nalysis . Nf'vertheless , these
terms are us ed in a re markably similar way ane! Ilis C OIlIC' first. ~!any times] have
acknowledge u my df,Lt to his thought before the fact and HOW I mllst do so dllring
and afterward as well . For differen ces as well a~ similariti es in 0111' thought, see my
review of his Politics and Mark ets ( New Yurk: Basic Buoks , 1977) in the Yale Law
Re view, Vol. 8, No . 1 (NoH' lIlber 1978).
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Comparing interaction among a multiplicity of units with planning
by hierarchy in just one leads to renewed interest in centralization versus
decentralization. Principles of federalism apply not merely to relations
between central and state governments but also to relations within agen
cies and programs. Evidence is accumulating that in public policy econ
omies of scale are illusory. For the most part, increasing size coupled with
central direction is accompanied by declining performance in consoli
dated school districts, police forces, and a host of other services. My fed
.eral bias - when in doubt, a large number of small units are preferable to
a small number of large ones - inclines to interaction so as to make gov
ernment more accessible to citizens. Analysis is needed not to eliminate
interaction by consolidation but to liberate it by different designs for de
centralization.
Evidently, people interested in analyzing policy do not want to do
away with intellect or to do without interaction. Analysts want to antici
pate difficulties as well as to react to them. As much as they enjoy solving
problems, analysts would like to have most difficulties dealt with by the
relevant parties. Yet analysts also want to be able to suggest that ways
other than those voiced may be preferable. Policy analysis, therefore, is
about combining social interaction with intellectual cogitation.
My preference for interaction rather than cogitation, for more "ask
ing" and less "telling," for politics over planning, is not meant to protect
interaction from scrutiny as if it were a dogma. On the contrary, skepti
cism should extend especially to interaction - how it develops, what sus
tains it, why it produces outcomes, its class and ideological biases, when it
should be changed - precisely hecause we begin by intending to rely on
it. In a word, the main task of respollsilJle intellectual cogitation is to
monitor, appraise, modify, and otherwise strengthen social interaction.
And this requirement (a responsibility, really, for a democracy in
which popular preferences should matter) holds true if one is an analyst
acting as a citizen or a citizen doing analysis. Analysts act as citizens (see
Chapter 15 on urban services) when they bring to light deviations of
actual policy outcomes from accepted norms. Seek and ye shall find!
Choice determines which discrepancies to bring to light. Citizens act as
analysts when they take responsibility for policy performance by compar
ing what they receive for what they put ill, by learning to refine their
preferences, and by developing morally in connecting what they do to
what other people want.

~<.
~(.'
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~fORALITY IN POLICY ANALYSIS

Whatever the combination, speaking truth to power remains the ideal of
analysts who hope they have tl'llth, but realize they have not (and, in a
democracy, should not have) power. No one can do analysis without be-
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coming aware that moral considerations are integral to the enterprise.
After all, allalysis is about \vhat ought to he done, about making things
hettel', not worse. I ha\,(' never heen sympathetic to the vicw that facts
and values, except as intellectual constrllcts, either are or ought to be
kept separate in action.
In \\I·hat, then, does the morality of the analyst consist? Are policy
analysts "hired guns" paid to do the hidding of their clients, \vhatever
that might be? Should they subvert their superiors for a higher cause?
Discovering that a required course on moral dimensions of policy analysis
in Berkeley (\-\Then do you resign? \\1110 do you serve? How can moral im
plications he made more explicit in allalysis?) did J)ot satisfy a longing to
be proved virtuous, I made our students a standing offer: when in doubt,
the "Dean of Morality" would provide illstant replies about which actions
under what conditions were moral. fl Some qupstions are easy to answer.
Analysts should not abuse a client's tfllst hy working sub rosa for others
who are believed to he more deserving. Other questions are more diffi
cult. If a study shows that a program supported by a worthy group with
whom the analyst identifies lacks positive results, should that conclusion
he made known? Yes, of course, though if the personal discomfort is ex
cessive, the analyst may \\'ish to move to other subjects. Suppose, how
ever, the program as a whole appears desirable but contains flaws. Is the
allalyst duty-bound to reveal faults not only to clients, but, when chal
lellged, to adversaries as well? Analysis, which is in part rhetoric, should
be persuasive. Presenting a pn>ferrcc1 policy in the most persuasive man
ner, by finding arguments that will appeal to others , is not only personally
permissible but also socially desirable. One promise of policy analysis is
that through repeated interactions, common und(~rstandings (though not
necessarily, of course, common positions) will grow, so that action will be
better informed.
Still greater difficulties arise. What the analyst does in one situation
often is connected with opportunities to exercise influence in others.
Should analysis be moderated or even withheld if action taken in this in
stance would damage future prospects? Clearly, careful balancing is re
required. Here, however, the "Dean of Morality's" offer to decide the
matter was rejected. "vVho set you up as our Grand Inquisitor?" students
asked. "After all, we have 0111' own moral sensibilities and are able to take
Ollr own risks." And so you have and so you are.
Suppose you are yvorking in the \Vhite I louse in order to be persua
sive in recommending billions for inner-city urban areas. \Vhen within
striking distance, should YOll oppose the presidpnt on Israel or condemn
his proposals on civil service reform, renrlering suspect your advice on
urban aid? Analysts must not lie but they may he silent.
Still, there must be and there are, limits: everything is not allowed.
Just as science cannot tolerate mob rule, in which claims arc settled by
force, or nihilism, in which every claim is as good (or bad) as every
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other just hecause it is made, so policy analysis, without being self-defeat
ing, cannot be based on violence or fraud. The more violence, the less
information, as coercion displaces cogitation and intimidation replaces
interaction. Action that appears to be individual is actually mass manipu
lation. Unfortunately, the absence of force does not guarantee the pres
ence of authentic expression. That depends on, among other things, self
awareness and social tnlSt. Interaction cannot operate if social actors
withhold their true preferences and cogitation cannot calculate on false
data. Although these norms rejecting force and fraud may appear overly
dramatic when haldly stated, they are, in fact , quietly inc1udeJ under ac
cepted modes of craftsmanship.
Designing problems is an art bllt justifying solutions is a craft amen
able to various conventions: some distinguish work of (}uality and others
select forums for securing agreement on what counts as evidence. The
detailed bihlical directions for building the tf'mple, specifying quality of
material and workmanship, as well as the endlessly elaborated procedures
for preparing whales in ~1elvi1le's M oby Dick, are reminders that the
morality of ordinary people like us (but not like ~10ses or Ahah) consists
of maintaining the quality of everyday activity that is craftsmanship. High
standards and healthy habits are protection against the demonic . To be
sure, there can be no guarantee that truth will be discovered or, if it is,
that it will make mankind free or even increase agreement rather than
conflict. But maintaining acceptahle standards for convincing others
(including not lying to oneself) is surely superior to doing the opposite.
What about me? \ViI) I make good rny promise to tell the truth ahout
analysis of policy? Mayhe. It depends not only on what I have to say bllt
also on what you are looking for. Suppose I summarize: Analysis is de
scriptive in that it is desiglled to explain how a difficulty has come about.
Analysis is prescriptive in that it aims to give advice on what should be
done. Analysis must be selective, therefore, ill that it is oriented to par
ticular people (ill specific slots within locatahle levels of an organization)
who have the authority, money, and other resources required to do what
is recommended. Analysis may he ohjective by getting people to agree on
the consequences of a variety of alternatives. Insofar as it is relevant to
future choices, however, analysis inevitably is argumentative, leaning
toward this view and rejecting that other one. The ability to rationalize is
not to he rejected once it is recognized that the capacity to convince is
essential for social support. Analysis is retrospective because it involves
establishing a view of the past (this is why we need change) that will
justify a desired future .
But, I have said also that analysis is inventive, representing a creative
juxtaposition hetween resources and objectives. Analysis is prospective,
seeking its rewards in the future, which is always in doubt. Analysis mllst
also he subjective, therefore, in that the choice of problems to be soh-ed,
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as well as the alternatives considered, is not specified hut must be worked
out by particular people with individual interests.
Is analysis, then, a union of opposites - prospective and retrospec
tive, objective and suhjective, descriptive and prescriptive - or, different
things under different circllmstances? Both.
As philosophers of science say of discovery (origins of ideas and their
formation into theories, which we call policies ), analysis is indeed an art.
But as we proceed to jllstification (why we should tentatively accept evi
dence), rules of craftsmanship hecome more important. Distinctions may
be made between wurk that is better and worse on sllch grounds as in
clusion of variables that can he used by decision-makers, sensitivity of de
sign to difficulties of implementation, viability of assumptions, and an
ticipation of counterargument. How policy is created may be a private
affair, but whether it is justified is part of a public proceeding.
By this time sllspicion dawns: there can he no one definition of policy
analysis. As old-time cooks used to say when asked how much spice a
recipe required, "as much as it takes." Policy analysis is an applied suh
field whose content cannot be determined hy disciplinary houndaries but
by whatever appears appropriate to the circumstances of the time and the
nature of problem. \\'hen confronted hy excessive expectations, my father
would tell the story of how Yoshke answered an advertisement calling
for a hutler who had his own livery, cOllld pilot an airplane, speak French,
and set table for filII sf'fvice. \-Vhell the major-domo asked about 1i\'er~',
Yoshke said he preferred underwear. Could 11(' fly a plane? Actually, he
even got sick in cars. Did he speak French? His Ellglish wasn't really
that good. Could he set tahl!'? Maybe one knife and fork. By this time,
the major-domo was getting angry: why had Yoshke conw if he evidently
lacked every qualification? "\\'ell," Yoshke said, "I came to tell you , un
me you shouldn't depend ."
no not ask from me what YOIl should not want - a definitive defini
tion of policy analysis good for all times, places, and circlmlstances. If YOl1
are looking for the secret of analysis , you will not find that here (or any
",here else, for that matter) hut if you want to debate ahout differrnt
ways of thinking about public policy, r hope this hook is a good place
to hegin.

TIlE ART OF POLICY ANALYSIS

'(

Policy analysis is an art. It" suhjects arp puhlic prohlellls that must he
soh'ed at least tentatively to he understood. rid Hpin put this thought
twister,; "Art is the solving of prohlpms that cannot he expressed ulltil
they are solved." Policy analysis must create prohlem" that decision
makers are able to handle with the variables under their control and in
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the time available. Only by specifying a desired rdationship between
manipulable means and obtainable ohjecti\'es can analysts make the es
sential oistinction - bd\veen a puzzle that call be soh'eel definitively,
once all the pieces are put in place, and a problelll for which there may
not be a programmatic solution.
The technical base of policy analysis is weak. III part its limitations
are those of social science: innumerable discrete propositions, of varying
validity and uncertain applicability, occasionally touching hilt not neces
sadly related, like beads on a string. Its strengths lie in the ability to
make a little knowledge go a long way by comhining all understanding
of the constraints of the situation with the ability to explore the environ
ment constructively. Unlike social science, however, policy analysis must
he prescriptive; arguments about correct policy, which deal with the
future, cannot help but be willful and therefore political.
Analysis is imagination. ~laking believe the future has happened in
the past, analysts try to examine evellts as if those actions already had
occurred. They are strongly committed to "thought experiments," in
which they imagine what might have been in order to improve what may
come to pass. Theories are discarded instead of people. Naturally, this is
risky. Often we do not know where we have been, let alone where we
would like to go or how to get there. Retrodiction ("preclicting the past")
may be as much in dispute as prediction. Because what our past should
have been, as well as what our future ought to be, is defined hy differing
values, one person's analytic meat may be poison to another. Following
the practices of the analytic craft - norms for disciplining private imagi
nation by making it more publicly assessable - can reduce but cannot
eliminate disagreement over future consequences that no one has yet
experienced.
Policies should be considered not as eternal truths but as hypotheses
suhject to modification and replacement by better ones ulltil these in turn
are discarded. Dogma is deleteriolls; skepticism is sound . Yet dogma is
indispensable; without taking some things for granted some of the time,
everything is in flux so that nothing comes amenable to examination.
Drawing the balance is not easy: how much dogma versus how much
skepticism?
The good organization is d evoted to correcting errors, but is subject
to exhaustion itself if it does not reject a high proportion of the allega
tions against its current practices. Anyone who knows contemporary edu
cation will acknowledge that. Error correction itself has to be traded oil'
against error recognition, for the very visihility of error, which facilitates
detection, is correlated with large size, which makes correction difficult.
The widely acknowledged error in indexing social security against both
wages and prices is easy to spot because its cost is huge, but difficult to
end because so many millions benefit. vVhether errors are recognized or
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eliminated depends on the interests of the people who participate in pro
ducing policy.
People make problems. How are they to he encouraged to do the
right thing? How docs one individual know what is ri!2;ht for others?
\Vhat gives anyone the right to decide for others? Jlow are preferences
shaped and expressed? One \vay of shaping and expressing is to ask
people, and another is to tell them. "Asking" means setting up institu
tions, such as voting for public office and bargaining over prices, to
help people evolve preferences. "Telling" means dccidillg intellectually
what is good for people and moving them in a predetermined sequence
toward a preselected destination. Asking (which we will call social
interaction or just plain politics) and telling (intellectual cogitation or
just plain planning) both belong in policy analysis. 'Vhen things go
wrong, analysts, at least in a democracy, play politics. By altering the
franchise or by imposing a cost cOllStraillt or by making monopoly less
likely, analysts seek to adjust institutional interaction so as to secure
better behavior. Planning is preferable when interaction is not feasihle,
because people can't get together, or when it is undesirable, because
people might make morally impermissible choices. The highest form of
analysis is using intellect to aiel interaction between people.
Policy analysis, then, is about relationships hetween people. \Vhen
we like the results of iIlteraction betweell doctors and patients or teachers
and students, we reinforce our approval of the institutionfll arrange
ments under \vhich such persollS come together. \Vhen we don't approve,
we try to alter these relationships. ;Vlajor changes take place when we
shift the pattern of n-·lationships (hy paying doctors through govern
ment, or giving parents vouchers enabling them to choose public schools)
so that outcomes change . Thinking about analysis as relations hetween
people much like I1S - not as strange symbols or desiccated dollar signs
- is not only more humane but also more accurate.
Policy analysis, to he brief. is an activity creating problems that
can be solved. Every policy is fashioned of tension between resources and
objectives, planning and politics , skepticism and dogma. Solving problems
involves temporarily resolving these tensions.
But, if tensions do not have an end, they must havc a beginning:
what social forces do they reflect? Objectives may he infillite hilt re
sources are not; scarcity of resources is ubiquitolls. Objectivcs, therefore,
must be limited hy resources; what one tries to do depends on what one
has to do it with. But this does not always \llcan that resourct's are
always good, so to speak, hecause they exist and ohjpdivcs arc bad, be
cause they exceed what is availahle. On the contrary, objcctives may
demand too little (see Chapter 14, "A Tax l)y Any Other Name" and
Chapter 15, "The Distribution of Urban Services") so that resources
flow in the wrong direction.
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How dogmatic and how skeptical one is about policies and the way
they are produced - who gets what and why, as Lasswell said - is a
measure of trust in social relations. \Vhat one likes may depend on how
one does. A record of success in economic markets would naturally
increase confidence in that form of encounter. Cogitation may appeal
more to groups that gain less from interaction. The tensions about which
we talk, then, are social as well as intellectual; they are about power in
society as well as analysis of policy.
The list of the goals one is not attempting to reach is necessarily
much larger than those one does try for. I make no pretense of writing a
"how-to-do-it" book, other than by illustrating forms analysis can take.
This book is comparative in that I compare a wide range of American
domestic policies, but it is not exhaustive (by no means does it include
all or most policies) or international (I do not discuss experiences
abroacl). My impression is that west European nations are no more suc
cessful than we are in most of domestic policy; the hig difference is
that America puhHcizes its failures and most of these other nations do
not. Defense policy is not covered because the scope of this book is al
ready too broad. l\:ly purpose is not to cover everything, a task best left
to an encyclopedia, hut to exemplify the main characteristics of the art
and craft of analyzing policy. The hook is organized so that readers who
wish to consider the main lines of policy development can go straight
through, skipping the last section, which pursues policies in depth, to get
to the conclusion on craftsmanship.
Policy Analysis is ahout the realm of rationality and responsibility
\vhere resources are related to objectives. Rationality resides ill connect
ing what you want with what you can do, and responsibility in being
accountable for making that connection.
Policy Analysis is also about calculation amI culture : \Vhat com
bination of social interaction all(l intellectual cogitatioll, planning and
politics, leads us to figure out what we should want to do and how to do
it? In the course or relating resources to objectives culture is created
by shifting patterns of social relationships. Analysis teaches us not only
how to get what we want , hecause that may he unobtainable or unde
sirable, but what we ought to want compared to what others are to give
us in return for what we are prepared to give them. Calculation comes in
deciding whether and which decisions will be made by hidding and har
gaining or hy central command.
A Iways there is a tCllsion hetwren dogma and skepticism, where
analysis embodies skepticism but can't get along with dogma. \Vhen
results do not live up to OlIr expectations, or we think we can do better,
\vhich is most of the time, the question of error detection and error
correction comes to the fore. Nothing is ultimately sacrosanct, of course,
but at any given time a proper degree of doubt - how much will re-

main unchallenged if not unchalkngeahle - is essential hut difficult to
determine.
These, then, are the tasks and tellsions of policy analysis: relating
resources to ohjectives by balancing social interaction against intelIectual
cogitation so as to learn to draw the line !>{·tween skepticism and dogma.
~-Iy life is spent reading, talking, anu writing ahout public affairs.
Yet I cannot keep lip. And, though I have more time than most people,
I cannot satisfy the endless demands for participation. SOIlIehow we
must be able to make sense Ollt of puhlic affairs without heing consumed
hy them. How to help ourselves gain access to public life without be
coming politicians is the challenge, for it Illeans not only sporadic in
fluence O\ ' {'f policy hilt continuous participation as part of policy (as
patients, postal patrons, donators to charitif's) as it is played out. Ana
l~'sts are paid to spend full time 011 puhlic affairs; citizens must relate
time spent on their puhlic activities to their private interests. I argue
that citiz('ns can act as analysts hy hecoming part of pu hlic pol icies
through which they can determine what they are getting for what they
give, by learning to perfect their preferences , and hy exercising their
autonomy so as to enhance reciprocity by taking others into account.
Ahove all, policy analysis is about improvement, ahout improving citizen
preferences for the policies they - the people - ought to prefer.
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Public Interest (Spring 1971), pp. 106-115.
7. Cf. James Coleman et a1., Equality of Educational Opportunity (also known as the
Coleman Report), pp . 221-277.
8 . See Rousseau's Discourse on the Origin and Foundations of Inequality Among
Men, and John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
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His mutations of color originated Uli much in theory as in ohservation. 'When one
of his visitors was puzzled to find him painting a gray wall green, he explained
that a sense of color wa:~ developed not only by work but by reasoning. . . .
"He began on the shadow with a single fJatch, which he tllen overlapped with a
second, and a third, until these patches, hinging one to another like screens, not
only colored the ob;ect but molded its form .
. . . He'deduced general1.aws, then d"ew from them principles u~hich he applied
b!1 a kind of convention, so that he interpreted rather than copied what he saw. His
vision was much more in his brain than in his eye. (pp. 57, 58, 59)
The move toward a disintegration of the ob;ect in some of the most memorable
works of a painter so passionately attached to ob;ects is the attraction and the
riddle of Cezanne's last phase. The element tltat usurped its place, the patch of
color in itself, had a history of its own in his art, one tllUt is worth tracing. In the
middle 1860's, when Cezanne for a time built pictures out of paint that was
apf)lied with a knife, in patches shaped hy the knife-edge, his handling had an
originality which has not always been understood. Among tl.e Aix painters it is said
to 'lave caught on like an epidemic, and Pissarro appreciated it immediately;
pictures like his still life at Toledo, painted with the knife in the following year,
show how well he understood its meaning. Earlier in the century knife-painting had
been the mark of an attachment to what was actual and physical in a .liub;ect. It
wa.Ii so for Goya and for Condahle and, in particular, for CourlJet who was
Cezanne's inspiration. But only Cezanne realized that in the new context a picture
tltat was touched with tlte knife should be painted with the knife throughout. He
instinctively understood that in the new age the handling was Ole picture.
(p.56)
Lawrence Gowing, "The Logic of Organized Sensations,"
in Cezanne: The Late Work, ed. by William Rubin (New York:
Museum of Modem Art, 1977).

A lot of "stake claiming" goes on in defining policy analysis. The land
scape of our knowledge is surveyed and boundaries that delimit the
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domain of each discipline are drawn: "this belongs to political science,
that belongs to economics." Over past centuries, the great empires of
theology, geometry, and natural history have broken up, spawning a
multitude of disciplinary fiefdoms. New alliances, formed on marginal
lands, claim independence: econometrics, social psychology, political
economy. Subdisciplinary groups coalesce, horder disputes Rare, while
intrepid basic researchers of each discipline fan out in search of virgin
territory on which to plant their flags. Explorers bearing the ensign of
policy analysis seem bewildered by this scramble for territory. They
expropriate lands claimed by political scientists decades ago and more
recently by planners and public administrators. They skirt the edges
of economics, law, organizational theory, and operations research. Some
seek refuge in these disciplines. Others wait for a Moses to lead them
out of the wilderness to the promised land of professionalism. Still
others, being more nationalistic, want to carve out a "policy analytic"
domain. But where? Estahlishing a discipline in the interstices of disci
plines already distinct is risky; the new map is likely to reveal an im
possibly gerrymandered state composed of marginal lands already con
tested by others.
The cartographic approach to defining policy analysis will not get
us far. For one thing, the map is not the territory. And even if it were,
surveyors' monuments are shifting so quickly that maps of the profes
sions are soon outdated. Disciplinary skeptics dismiss policy analysis as
nothing more than, say, "old public administration in a refurbished
wardrobe."l It would be more fruitful to ask what these policy analysts
do than where they reside. The short answer is that policy analysts
create and craft problems worth solving. The long answer explains what
"create and craft" means.
Economists tell you what you get for what you give up. Political
scientists tell you who gets what and why. Far from being contradictory
or incompatible, politics and markets are twin forms of competitive re
dundancy that compliment one another by learning from social inter
action. By heeding much of this advice, policy analysts create conceivable
snlutiolls that enables us, as citizens, to learn what we ought to want in
relation to what's available to get it with. (Of course, as life teaches us
and the preceding chapters show, problems are not so much solved as
alleviated, superseded, transformed, and otherwise dropped from view.
"Solved" is shorthand for an activity that aims at improvement.) Because
the task of analyzing policy is to try to alleviate practical problems, the
analytic enterprise, ~Iartin Landau rightly argues, "cannot recognize the
limits of any field . . . . By its nature, it must follow problems wherever
they go. It cannot ignore anything that may be relevant to a solution.":?
FollOWing our metaphor, these analytic explorers must be denizens of all
domains, free to cross borders and trade for the offerings of each disci
pline.

Landau gpes on to state that "with so extensive a domain of illquiry,
the enterprise is bound to be disordered . . . . No field of inquiry, no
specialization can be built upon an unrestricted and indefinite domain."·1
I agree. If policy analysis is everything, then it is nothing. To tell people
that all their problem-solving activity to date has actually been a form
of policy analysis is just as revealing as telling them that they have been
speaking prose all their lives.
Policy is a process as well as a product. It is used to refer to a
process of decision-making and also to the product of that process. Policy
is spoken of as what is and as what ought to be: 4 policy is perverting our
priorities, and policy should serve the public interest. Each usage makes
sense within its own domain but, by the same token, circumscribes what
can usefully be analyzed. Limiting oneself to policy as product en
courages a narrow view of rationality as presentation of results, a view
that squeezes a disorderly world into the familiar procrustean formula
tion of objectives and alternatives. 5 Restricting oneself to process, how
ever, may lead to the opposite evil of denigrating reason, of being unable
to account for either the creation of projects or their rationalization as
public arguments. Bismarck, I believe, can be credited with the notion
that to have respect for politics and .'iausage one must not see how they
are made. This quip conveys the spirit that engulfs the disorderly world
of public policy, where a thin casing of policy constrains and hides the
kernel of controversy inside. It is easy to describe as messy the political
process that tames controversy and then to elevate the seamless casing of
public representation as the epitome of reason. Rationalization of results
becomes rationality.
I will state my conclusions here. As a discipline, policy analysis
("problem creation - problem solution - problem supersession") does
not fit neatly into the disciplinary map. As an activity, however, policy
analysis has some structure. That structure lies less in discovery (how
policy analysis is created) and more in justification (how \ve distinguish
better from worse analysis).
I find the distinction behveen discovery and justification useful be
cause it permits work on the latter without worrying unduly about the
former. If a book about policy analysis were to deal with the invention
of new alternatives, that is with creativity, there would be little to say.
Yet I am not persuaded, whatever may be said in the philosophy of
science, where this distinction originated, that an impassible line sep
arates creating and persuading. Students of public policy have reason to
suspect that how policies originate affects how they are justified. 'Ve
know, for example, that welfare programs that enter early, historically
speaking, are, by the usual modes of incremental increase, advantaged
over their successors. Jlist as policy Illay be its own cause, or agencies
may alter objectives to fit better with resources, policies may take on a
life of their own independent of their origins. ".lhen we take into ae
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count the impact of policies on other policies, we are ipso facto dealing
with acts of creation. More has been said about the logic of discovery
than has been admitted. Perhaps, in an activity that is supposed to be
susceptible to political pressures, where social forces do not have to be
smuggled in through the back door of justification, a more holistic view
of change may be possible.
Problem solving for the policy analyst is as much a matter of creat
ing a problem (1) worth solving from a social perspective and (2)
capable of being solved with the resources at hand, as it is of converging
to a solution when given a problem. Consider comprehensive welfare
reform as an illustration. Part of the reason for replacing the myriad
programs, each with its unique clientele and type of benefit, with a uni
form "negative income-tax" scheme was the desire to replace problems
our government knows little about - improving the welfare of its citi
zens - with problems about which it has come to know more - levying
taxes, even "negative" ones designed to redistribute income. The param
eter of the problem changed from "establishing a list of subsidized
food purchases" to "calibrating the marginal tax rates so as to discover
the breakeven point for maintaining a work incentive." The modes and
locus of calculation also change as the policy design shifts from direct
provision of services to cash payments that open up access to commer
cial markets. The government no longer decides the mix of food, health
care services, and housing that would henefit each recipient. Instead,
the burden of calculation shifts to the recipient. Rather than one mind
making the calculation, millions of minos assist in the interactions that
determine the outcomes.
Two sides of analysis are in flux at the same time: oenning the
problem by comparison with our resources ano constructing the solu
tion to fit the problem posed. In the language of operations research,
policy analysis must go beyond the task of calculating the hest solution,
considering the constraints and the objective, to the task of selecting
the constraints in the first place and formulating a statement of the ob
jectives. Whereas the first task requires technical competence, the second
requires an equally rare composite of intelligence, judgment, and virtue.
Anyone can make objectives commensurate with resources hy drastically
lowering expectations. Anyone can behave irresponsibly by proposing
objectives incapable of being realized at least within the bounds of
decency. But not just anyone can create problems more worthy of trying
to solve (although perhaps failing) than the preceding problems.
That problems have the same status as solutions (neither having
greater claim to performance or preference than the others) is the basis
for creativity in analysis (and the cause for anomie within the profes
sion). That analysts can say with good reason why some problems cum
solutions are better than others is a basis for objectivity. vVhat is ac-

cepted as evidence depends on how persuasive others find our analytic
arguments.
In discovery, analysis as problem solving is more art than craft, more
finding new ways than persuading others of their feasihility and de
sirability. In justification, analysis is more craft than art. Not that I prefer
one to the other. vVithout art, analysis is doomed to repetition; without
craft, analysis is unpersuasive. Shifting the frame of discourse, so that
different facts become persuasive, suggests that art ano craft are inter
dependent.
Policy analysis is creating and crafting prohlems worth solving.
'Vhat is the clay of which recalcitrant experience is shaped into prob
lems and how is the form of the probl€'m determined? By und('rstanding
the material with which analysts work, we call better understand the
limits and potentials of the craft.
Problems in policy are fashioned of creative tension, drawn between
different poles depending on the context of disco\lrse. If we are talking
in everyoay language about the government, its policies, and its or
ganizations, the tension is drawn between our resources and our objec
tives. Programs mediate the two, and policy analysis compares programs,
each of which is itself composed of objectives and resources.
If we switch the moue of discourse again, this time to culture, the
creative tension that drives analysis arises between the historical pattern
of social relationships and our evolving preferences for new patterns.
The tensions between social interaction and intellectual cogitation, be
tween asking and telling, between politics and planning, which have so
much occupied us, measure the degree to which we are willing to accept
what people think they want or intervene so that they will want what
we think they ought to have. Policy analysis creates C1llture by restruc
turing social interaction and, consequently, the values we express by our
participation as citizens in public policy.
If we switch the discourse to epistemology (what we claim to
know and how we come to know it) , tensions arise between our current
knowledge and the experience we seek to shape to find answers to our
inquiries. By testing hypotheses the analyst mediates between the two,
and the essence of policy analysis is learning to recognize and correct
errors. Balancing between dogma and skepticism, we continually !'f'weave
our conceptual fabric to make sense of our experience, at times explaining
away the surprises, at other times revising the expectations that made us
vulnerable to surprise. Just as our values, belif'fs, and social structure
appear malleable but not infinit~ly plastic, so we suspect culture is negoti
able but do not know how much. It is difficult tu say whether what we
consider a policy problem is in us or in society. Certain events, like wars,
depressions, and famines, appear to force themselves on us, whereas other
happenings are highlighted because we seem to choose to focus on them.
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All I can say here is that our rationalizations, once made, are just as real
as our other creations.
If policy problems arise from tensions, policy solutions are the tem
porary and partial reduction of tension. Solutions are temporary in that
the conditions producing the initial dislocation change in time, creat
ing different tensions. Solutions often carry their own tensions with them,
and acting as their own cause give rise to different problems. More and
more, policies respond to past policies (as fixed sentences do to inde
terminate ones or medical inflation to medical subsidy) rather than to
events rooted in social life. Why, for instance, has the federal government
mandated more and more forms of insurance? Not because physical risks
are greater but because its own disaster programs have become so expen
sive that requiring insurance is a way of passing the costs back to indi
viduals. Solutions are partial in that tension, a product of multidimen
sional pulls and tugs, is rarely discharged in full. To satisfy tensions in
one direction fully is to exacerbate tension in the others. Predictability
for one sector (say corporate taxation) is often achieved at the expense of
unpredictability of others (say balanced government budgets). Problem
solving is iterative. We hope, though it is not necessarily true, that our
future unsatisfactory solutions will be less unsatisfactory than they were
in the past.
To fragment this view, to say that changes in public policy involve
neither our conceptual knowledge of the world nor the structure of so
cial interaction, would lead to poorer rather than richer policy analysis.
Suppose we conceive of the United States as a country peopled by re
sponsible adults who are fully capable of understanding and accepting
their own risks without imposing these risks on others. Social relations
as they are would be sufficiently reliable to produce timely warnings of
danger; future generations would act as wisely as those past, having
learned to trust one another to do right. Prices would then measure
real scarcities, so that when the price of oil was low this meant consump
tion was "okay"; should relative scarcities change, steeply higher prices
would precede oil shortages in time to permit exploration for more oil or
to switch to alternative sources of energy. The energy problem did not
need to be problematic; we made it so by failing to follow the usual proc
esses. This is the distrustful, shortsighted, irresponsible image of a society
that produces current safety laws and regulations. First an effort was
made to make seat belts mandatory; when that regulation was revised,
effort went into making inflatable air bags mandatory. On-the-job safety
devices worn by workers have given way to mandatory engineering con
trols applied to entire plants. In both cases, cheaper options exercised by
individuals have given way to expensive requirements imposed by gov
ernment. These new policies reveal worlds of difference about responsi
bility for resources, social trust, and recognition and correction of errors.

Let's examine the problems and solutions at each of these levels in more
detail.

SOLUTIONS AS PROGRAl\fS

'Ve are fortunate when what we should have is what we want and what
we can get. For the most part, however, the spheres of wants aud re
sources do not overlap, and these incongruities form the difficulties
analysts address. \\lith the discrepancies, ,ve can make unilateral ad
justments, such as lowering our expectations to match our resources,
or redoubling our search for resources with steadfast commitment to an
objective. Analysis works at both ends, and compromise amid the pulling
and hauling is inherent in any solution.
Wants are often conflicting. They conAict not only at the basic level,
as in economic growth versus environmental integrity, but among "sec
ond-order" characteristics of program design: we want programs that
are easy to implement, inexpensive, simple, sophisticated, flexible, not
arbitrary, and so forth.
It is no he1p to forget suhjective "wants" in order to roncentrate on
"objective" needs. There are few absolute standards of needs, and the
idea is as elusive as "benefits." Suffice it to say that a rule for decision
such as "the government shou1d allocate rcsources to satisfy needs" will
not see us far when needs conflict.
Limited resources force compromise and choice. vVith a finite sup
ply, spending resources one way means they can't be spent another.
Foregone opportunity is a ubiquitous cost. Were our resources to ex
ceed our wants, and were all our wants compatible with one another,
there would be no tension, hence no need for choice, and no need for
analysis of policy. If discrepancies are the problems, programs are the
solutions. Policy analysis translates the choice among wants and re
sources into choices among programs. Something is lost in the transla
tion, as they say, and programs as embodiments of compromises are often
imprecise, arbitrary, and imperfect. Programs structure decisions as
political parties structure presidential elections. In the end, we as citizens
vote for candidates who result from the bargaining and brokering in
their parties. Rarely does any candidate match the ideal of all citizens,
because each has different conceptions of the ideal. Similarly, no pro
gram will completely resolve all the tension. We seek an Aristotelian
balance among extremes; to completely resolve the tension in one direc
tion, say devoting one-hundred times the current amount to primary
education without any hope of changing pupils' performance for the
better, involves producing absurd results in the others.
Programs as solutions, like candidates, come in discrete chunks. \Vc
are fortunate when program characteristics are quantifiable (the mini
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mum level of income guarantees, the monthly medicare premium) for
these programs can be continually modified, tlSllal1y by splitting the
difference betwcen the high and the low. More often we are faced with
an array of integral UlIitS, and selecting anyone means a compromise
among compromises. Programs are solutions, solutions are compromises,
and compromiscs are more often feasible than optimal, satisfactory than
perfect and tolerable than
Programs as solutions are also temporary. Resources change,
with perceptions of wants. A suhtler and more interesting form of re
alignment of tensions results, not from changes in the system but by the
very presence of programs within the system. Programs distort the field
and "bend" ohjectives and resources into accommodating configurations.
One evolutionary path leads to rejection of the program and a different
at resolution. Another path is taken when the program, imhl1£H1
with life of its own, acts as its own cause.
Programs retreat frolll ohjectives which could not
stitute those which can. Clients who can be satisfied replace those who
can't. Performance is measured by inputs instead of outcomes. Solutions
in the form of programs, create problems, in the form of new tensions.
Old tensions are negated rather than resolved.
This retreat on objectives is neither intrinsically desirable nor un
It can be welcomed whcn, faced with objectives attainable
only at exorbitant political, economic, or social cost, we as citizens learn
to pose better problems, obtain a morc honest match between resources
and objectives, and, by bumping lip against constraints, increase compre
hension of our environment. Analysts should value policies by the extent
to which they permit learning, the ease by which errors are identified,
and the motivation produced by organizational inc~ntives to correct
error. A variety of postal letter st~rvices (both private and public)
would permit recognition of error (what it should cost to mail an ordi
nary letter reliably from one place to another in a specified time) and
correction of error (choosing the least expensive service). !\Ioreover,
the choice would be repetitive,
would be more
and
results would be reversihl(~ (by switching to another carrier), thus in
The capacity to propose solutions to more
and conseql1cntial problems that teach us about our pref
erences and 0111' circumstances are the halh'llarks of worthwhile poli
cies. Food stamps and housillg allowances can he spent only for the indi
cated purposes, hut a gt'lleral income supplement of the same amount
would allow the individual to learn about the cOllsequences of chOOSing
among goods and services. Solutions, like scientific theories, should be
valucd not only for the old difficulties they purport to end, hut also for
the interesting new difficulties they
"Too many scientists," Hobert Axelrod warns tiS, "tend to think in
terms of what economists call 'consumer sovereignty.' This has the effect
of an tmderemphasis on the potential of leadership, persuasion, and
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edllcatioll."6 This argumcnt ('an be extended: past actions affect future
choices. They do so, among variolls ways, by creating institutional
arrallgements. \Vhen the actions involve electoral arrangements, say pro
portional versus winner-take-all voting, it is immediately clear that voter
preferences are shaped by stich considerations as whether votes for a
candidate will he wasted if that candiclate has little chance of winning
a majority, or, if citizens may vote for several candidates, if one's vote
will count toward the final decision. The same reasoning applies to those
like social security, have been established earlier and
preempt resources, or, like aid to dependent
tionships difficult to undo, or, like medical insurance, alter people's
preferences by changing their vipw of who will pay how much.
Preferences do and should change. One shou1d even concede, from
universal experience, that we oftell do not choose wisely or act in ways
that are good for us. Failure to follow healthy habits is ample testimony
to that. Yet we may still hold that no one else knows enough to impose
views about \vhat is in our own interest. Even if we ultimately
come to the conclusion that someone else once knew better, that en
titles them only to argue with us, not to overcome us, for then we could
not learn from our mistakes. Then we would lose autonomy, because
others know hettel', and reciprocity, hecause they do not have to take
us into account. \Vhen we citizens are deprived of our errors we also lose
our capacity for self-correction, for self-improvement by moral develop
ment.

SOLUTIONS AS HYPOTHESES
Policy analysis has its fOllndations for learning in pragmatism and
empiricism. \Ve value what works and we Jearn what works from ex
perience, particularly e:xperiellce t11at magnifies error and failure. The
impetus for analysis flows from the clash between expectations formed
from prevailing theory and our interpretation of experience. \Vhen pre
dictions do not pan out we attempt to reimpose order on the confusion
suggesting new hypotheses about til(' world or hy reexamining the
claims to "facts." Inventing these hypotheses and discarding current
for better theory are the Jearning analogues to establishing new
government programs when facl'd with failur{'s of current ones. We hope
that new hypotheses expand into theories that better explain
just as we hope that Ilew programs form better matches between re
sources and objectives.
Progress in public policy, however, is not inevitable; learning does
not occur automatically. A new hypothesis is not a1ways better than any
old hypothesis, any more than a new program is always better than an
old program. \Vhy is learning from error so difficult to accomplish?
For one thing, {,ITOI' recognition and error correction are not always
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compatible. \Vithout recognition, to be sure, there is unlikely to
rection. The trouble is that what facilitates recognition often
correc:tion.7 To be readily recognized, error should be conspicuous and
clear. The larger the error and the more it contrasts with its background,
the easier it is to identify. Easy correction of error, however, depends
on mistakes that are small ill size (and hence in cost) and are neces
sarily close to what has gone on before. But small errors are likely to lack
resolution, merging imperceptibly into their backgrounds. Be
are cheap and reversible, these errors would be correctable if
were detectable. Alternatively, hig policies generate giant
mistakes, which make them simple to spot but difficult to reverse, be
cause the cost of changing past practice soars. If only hig mistakes can
recognized, we would be able to detect only the errors we cannot
correct. A combination of better detectors (to see through the bureau
cratic jungle) and smaller errors (to gain experience in continuous cor
rection) would be ideal. The conditions under which this combination is
feasible remain to be studied.
Error identification means persisting with current theory (being
because we want confirmed instances of contradiction, not
anomalies that can be explained as once-in-a-lifetime quirks or para
doxes that can be resolved eventually within current theory. If dogma
is the antithesis of learning, can there be virtue in dogma? The first time
an anomaly appears, it is likely to be ignored. The second and third
time, it may be certified as truly "paradoxical." It may take a fourth and
fifth time before it is deemed a hona fide "contradiction." \Ve
anomalies, live with paradoxes, and permit contradictions while re
taining prevailing theory. Recognizing contradictions, we don't discard
for no theory, we reject bad theory for Letter theory (or more
bad theory for hypotheses that promise to become bettpr

),8
Learning by error correction is a gamble, and the odds favor the
status quo. \Ve weigh performance of theory that is manifestly adequate
against performance of a hypothesis that is speculatively better. The
burden of proof falls on the hypothesis, and all but the most sturdy sink
under its weight.
It is hard to strike a oaJance Detween dogma (everything is immune
from scrutiny) and skepticism (everything is up for grabs) conducive
to learning. We want enough "dogma" to make crucial experiments pos
sihle. \Ve agree to hold sOllle things constant while we vary others so
that
is focused on one part of our conceptual web of be
liefs, not on the whole network at once. Maintaining these conventions
depends on trust, first that the parties to any transaction will do as they
say and, second, that what they say will actually come about. \Vhen
proof is demanded rather than presumed, cash .in advance, capacity to
produce convincing evidence is rapidly exhausted. The insistent demand
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(show me!) is evidence of a lack of trust. This refusal to accept conven
tional responses may be met either by
trust so that the de
mands diminish or by producing evidence of effectiveness.
But we also want enough skepticism to preserve the legitimacy of
questioning any of our beliefs, to hold nothing immune from scrutiny.
Skepticism allows us to question the integrity of supposedly crucial ex
periments. But when to bc dogmatic and when to he skf'ptical ordinarily
is known only after the fact. \Ve make the decision; if it works we were
right, if it does not, we were wrong. \Vhen skepticism is organized, it
does not depend on the proclivities of this or that person but on social
arrangements referees for publications; incentives for catching other
people's errors; rewards for new theories, which often require criticism
of the old. Organized skepticism, as it is called, is the institutionalization
of distrust. Trust in social interaction designed to detect and correct
error reenforces reliance on individual int'"',.,... . :... ,
Solutions to problems, scientific and
create social constructs. The creative interpretation
poJicies involves policy analysis "\lith social structure.
Hc programs and treating them as social artifacts, analysts reconstruct
not only a conceptual world view (that which society perceives as truth
and error), they also recreate a structure of values. By proposing new
programs, the policy analyst suggests new hypotheses, and hence new
values that codify sodal relations. "Retrospection" is more than retro
spective rationalization because it can help the past justify the future.

SOLUTIONS AS SOCIAL ARTIFACTS
\Vhen policy analysts propose solutions, they propose not only a rnix
of resources and objectives, not only an implicit causal model of a seg
ment of reality, but also a structure of social relationships. The more
the prevailing structure of social interaction shifts (Personal Relation
ships whose Outcomes Differ, or PROD as I called it earlier), the more
radical the challge. Thus we look for change hy alteration in outcomes
as a result of different relationships among citizens. In the winter of
1978, for example, most consumers were not aware that the federal gov
ernment was actually suhsidizing the price of imported oil. The lower
price of domestic oil spoke louder (use mel) than exhortations about
conservation. Raising the domestic price substantially to reach the inter
(either by removing the subsidy or by imposing a tax as
) would lead to higher domestic production
and lower consumption of foreign oil. By permitting people to face the
real cost of oil, by changing the values they put on their transactions,
their social relations would produce different outcomes. '\Then \ve can
specify how constraints and incentives act on individual behavior to rein
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force or modify patterns of social structure, we have related policy to
society through culture.
If culture is conceived as values and beliefs that bind social rela
tionships, then policy analysis is intimately involved with culture in two
ways: (1) solutions to policy problems reRect and are limited by the
consistency of historical social relationships; (2) solutions to
policy problems, by changing the structure of social relationships, alter
the values and beliefs that support the social structure. As with any
cycle (the chicken and the egg), causal directions are difficult to
entangle. Do we begin with deep intuitive values (such as compassion
for the poor) from which we design our public programs (such as med
icare, food stamps, Aid to Families with Dependent Children), and then
work through the politics of implementation, or do we start with
compromises, rationalize them by imposing a grand design (such as the
war on poverty), and only later internalize these norms as cultural
The appropriate position to take on the causal role of consciolls
intent in the evolution of culture seems to be to accept the totality of a
cycle rather than the bifurcation of "cause or effect."
The expansion of American social-welfare programs reflects a
tern of rules embodying values not immediately obvious at the political
level. These include the preference to err on the side of giving to the
undeserving rather than withhold from the deserving. Policies mirror
changing values. Policies are the operational embodiment of what we
believe when we must choose the sort of error too much or too little
consumption of food or oil or hOllsing - we would prefer to make.
Physical pollution is imbued with cultural significance, aud the debate
over the integrity of our physical environment complements the debate
un so abstract a word as culture. I suggest a small experiment: talk to
convinced environmentalists about whether there is a physical shortage
of oil in the world. If there isn't, you will soon discover, there ought to
Soon you will see that they rightly love the idea of shortage, for if
the supply is runnillg out all sorts of changes from installing solar
energy converters to outlaWing large "gas guzzling" cars may be man
dated. In a word, the controversy over energy policy is a dispute about
how we should live.
Values, as embodied in socia] structure, also limit the scope of
change. Policy analysis, far from being a presentation of utopian sce
narios, must remain anchored in the current pattern of social relationships.
History is the base; modifications in the direction of changing prefer
ences are solutions. The conservatism implicit in treating history as the
holds not only at the organizational level, where policy analysis
must acknowledge the organizational disincentives to change, but at the
broader cultural level, where social disincentives to change are abun
dant. The analytic enterprise depends on social trust, 011 common recog
nition that the analytic activity is being carried out to secure more
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desirahle outcomes. The limits to this common recognition are the
limits to poBcy analysis, for it is hy common consent that we distinguish
facts frOIn values. This distinction in turn is necessary before errors
can be identified and subsequently corrected.
The balance struck cpistcmologically hetween dogma and skepti
cism must also he struck socially betweell convcntion and anarchy, and
between debates over facts and values. \Vithout temporary agreement to
limit the scope of analysis (recall that this was one of the virtues of
dogma), no amount of argument could settle difft'rf'nces, for with no
"facts that matter" there is no evidellce, and with no evidence, no hope
for contradiction and error identification. Learning through error ceases.
Negation replaces contradiction.
\Vhen programs fashion objectives after their own images, policy
acts as its ovm cause. Theory, which acts as its own cause by dismissing
new hypotheses out of hand, is called dogma. History, acting as its
own justification, is called tradition. These tendencies sllpport each
other. The virtues of dogma limiting the scope of the debate, starting
with initial presumptions are the virtues of tradition. Similarly, the
are the vices of tradition. These include shifting the
to the challenger and inhibiting learning by preventing
rectification of errors. 'Vhen tradition rules, recognition of error hecomes
and policy acts to perpetuate itself.
The tellsiollS around wllkh this book is organized have their moral
sides. Relating reSOllrces to objectiv~s so that the promise of public
policy can he kept is the mark of the responsible analyst. It is irre
sponsible to put resources to inferior uses, depriving others of their
opportunities, or to promote objectives that cannot be achieved at all
or at acceptahle cost. To be held responsible, as if one could control
results, depends on possessing relevant resources, for otherwise account
ability is a sham. Social interaction is efficacious only when autono
mOllS individuals establish reciprocal social relationships. Individual
moral development requires a balance between autonomy and reciproc
ity, citizen and community, which, at the public level, is the task of policy
analysis.

THE CRAFT OF PROBLEM SOLVING
Good analysis compares alternative programs, neither objectives alone
nor resources alone, bllt the assorted packages of resources and
which constitute its foregone opportunities. Good analysis focuses
on outcomes: what does the distribution of resonrces look like, how
should we evaluate it, alld how should we challge it to comport with
our notions of efficiency alld equity? Good analysis is tentative. It sug
hypotheses that allow us to make better sense of our world.
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Good analysis promotes learning by making errors easier to identify
and by structuring incentives for their correction.
Good analysis is skeptical; by disaggregating the verifying process
evaluations should he external, independent, multiple, and continuous
- no organization is required or allowed to he sole judge in its own case.
Good analysis is aware of its shortcomings and so it hedges its rec
ommendations with margins of sensitivity to changes in underlying con·
ditions.
Good analysis works with historical contexts so that error stands out
ready for correction.
Most important, good analysis remembers people, the professionals
in the bureaus who must implement the programs as well as the citizens
whose participation in collective decision-making can he either enlarged
or reduced by changes in the historical structure of social relationships.
A focus on cognitive problem solving alone uproots man from context,
viewing objectives as derived from personal experience rather than
social structure. Social interaction by itself accepts rather than corrects
social relations.
It would be a mistake to look at good policy analysis as if it were
already here instead of what we would like it to be when it does get
here. Do not ask "What is policy analysis?" as if it were apart from us.
Ask rather "\,Vhat can we make analysis become?" as if we were a part
of this art and craft.
Craft is distinguished from technique by the use of constraints to
direct rather than deflect inquiry, to liberate rather than imprison
analysis within the confines of custom. Consider cost inflation in hos·
pitals. Once it is understood that money will no longer be allowed to
ration access to medicine, and that deterioration in quality is not pub
licly acceptable, inflation becomes rampant because we prefer it to the
alternatives of relaxing constraints on access ano quality. Of course no
one wants inflation; it is just that when push comes to shove we want
other things more. \Vith this understanding, it becomes possible to evalu·
ate the difficulties we have, in effect, chosen today compared to those
(like grossly unequal access) we experienced yesterday and others (like
providing something less than the most expensive care) we are likely
to face tomorrow.
:Manipulation of constraints can help make the feasible desirable.
Temporary acceptance of a cognitive constraint in education no tech
nology for improving reading among the worst off - allows us to con
sider a temporary interactive solution. By facilitating bargaining in
stable political arenas, parents, students, and teachers should learn to
accept what they cannot change as the best they can do. Later, as
technology changes, it may become possible to ask how much it is worth
paying to improve cognitive accomplishment.
To recognize a constraint, to be sure, is not necessarily to accept it.

Philanthropic agencies are unable to agree on reform of the income-tax
write-off, despite its acknowledged unfairness, because of its differential
effect. Universities ann museums depend more on the rich who use the
write-off than do churches, which depend more on poorer people.
Changing to a more equitable mode of governmental subsidy of charity
depends on getting around this constraint by assuring one or the other
type of charitable agency that their income wil] not be drastically re
duced. Charities don't want to take a vow of poverty to help the poor.
By easing the transition from a worse to a better place, "buying out"
other peoples' causes - paying them off to ease the transition has gen
eral applicability as a mechanism for increasing the feasibility of pro
posed policies.
The improvement of urban services requires removal of constraints.
Showing that what appear to be constraints are merely cllstoms opens
up new directions for public policy. If all (or even most) library em
ployees do not need professional skills and credentials, it becomes pos
sible to fund additional book purchases out of savings on salary. The
cumulative effect of special state funding formulas can be challenged so
as to allow local school districts to spend in ways that reflect their own
priorities. And "lowest cost per safe mile" need not continue to be the
only rule for decision in building and maintaining streets. Preserving
neighborhoods can be part of street programs, though it may take more
time to reeducate professionals than to change laws. Error is most diffi
cult to correct when it has become a way of life.
Learning from mistakes requires a cIilerion of correspondence
separating error from accomplishment. Criteria should be sharp enough
to have a cutting edge. Criteria may also conflict, so that it is useful to
know when cutting one way means undercutting another. If equity and
efficiency conflict (the tax write·off for charity is efficient but not equi
table), one may try to find a program (treating each dollar equally by
a percentage-contribution bonus) that makes the two complementary.
\Vhen criteria cannot he made compatible, trade-offs among them (so
much quality for so much cost in medicine, so many ineligibles for wel
fare let through versus so many eligibles screened out) heln illuminate
choice.
Suppose criteria cannot be accompHshed? Then change from a
criterion of correctness to one of agreement, that is, from cogitation to
interaction. \Vhen one doesn't know how to accomplish what one wishes
directly, one can set up procedures to search out a Letter result sequenThis happened when we turned from reading scores as indicators
of accomplishment to vouchers as forms of interaction designed to create
a market in education. Just as we don't say that a presidential candidate
is the correct hut rather tl,e popular choice, just as the market price is
not virtuoHs but only viahle, so a criterion of choice need not be corres
pondence with a prior standard but only agreement on the programmatic
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activity itself. The acceptable may not be the desirable but then \ve
started all this to get away from educational outcomes that were neither
desirable nor acceptable. \\forking with conflict is hetter than ignoring it.
For the policy analyst, which assumption is best: congruence or con
flict of interests in society? Conflict is correct, analytically as well as
cmpirically, for, hy assuming conflict, analysts are led to calculate losses
and gains by each l\lajor separable interest (doctors, patients, hospitals,
governments, donors, charities, teachers, parents, students). Instead of
lumping them all in a big blob, analysts are led to uncover interests and
discover their degree of (in) compatibility. Interests may also he mutually
supportive or unrelated, but that is something to learn, not assume. There
is safety in assuming diversity.
Should analysts spend their time uncovering what they don't know
or discovering what they do? Both, obviously, but if it is a question of
priority, of allocating time (the most important personal resource), my
inclination is toward self-interrogation. Analysts are themselves their
most important instruments. Taking a fundamental view, making what
one can of events from basic social theory, asking what Adam Smith or
Karl Marx or James Madison would say, is in my experience superior
to searching for all the relevant data or fantasizing that hitherto secret
material will reveal all. If you wanted to know what priee OPEC would
be charging for oil, the hypothesis of profit maximization under monop
oly (stop raising prices when a higher price constricts demand suffi
ciently to reduce income) would predict the current price almost exactly.
Asking why it is alleged that doctors rather than patients are maldis
tributed, when economic theory tells us people locate to their best ad
vantage, helps orient inquiry into what data to collect on the dispersal
of doctors. KnOWing that there has to be variation as well as constancy in
social relations allows analysts to appraise claims about simultaneuusly
increasing predictability for all interests, includillg economic stahilizers
as well as agency spenders. The costs of change and who will bear them
is a prime consideration in any historical period.
It is always relevant to ask how the participants in public policies
resolve uncertainties because these choices probe weaknesses (no one
ever knows enough) and reveal priorities hy signaling the side on which
error is tolerated. If doctors and patients reduce uncertainties by doing
morc, the conseqllcnces for cost are evident. The repeated decisions to
resolve uncertaillty about the size of school districts in favor of bigness
suggest that ease of interaction among administrators rather than re
sponsiveness of schools to students and parents had the highest priority.
The use of professional standards in place of empirical inquiry in urban
services suggests that professional presuppositions should be a major
source of skepticism.
But what about analysts: how .:;hould they resolve' their uncertain
ties? By prayer, for not all can be reduced; by theory, which lllay or may
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Ilot be the same thing; and hy studies that test the sensitivity of key
\'ariables to large challgcs. If a suhject WOIl't matt('r whell giving advice
011 policy, then we analysts dO!l't have to kllow ahollt it. That, at least,
is uur excuse for ignorance. Knowing what you dOll't have to know can
he valuable. So too is kllowing what isn't kIlO\vn, like how to use medi
ciIle to significantly improve health or how to decrease crime or how to
encourage deprived childn'll to use lihraries. Negativp knowledge,
knowing what doesn't work, may suggest research to overcome ignorance
or encourage trial and error. I nsofar as it is the task of analysis to suhsti
tute for experience (if we were willing and able to try everything there
would be much less need for analysis) melltal experiments have much to
commend them. Could we act effectively, for example, if we decided that
limiting inflation of hospital costs was our highest priority? Evidently,
by nationalizing or privatizing medicine, we could. Therefore it isn't that
we can't but that we won't, which, ~o me at least, is informative. Hypo
thetical history: what would happen if ... , is another way of doing
policy analysis.

SPEAKING TRUTH TO PO\VER

In large part, it must be admitted, knowledge is negative. It tells us what
we cannot do, where we cannot go, wherein we have been wrong, but
not necessarily how to loosen these constraints or correct these errors.
After all, if current efforts were judged wholly satisfactory, there would
be little Heed for analysis and less for analysts.
The truth is that this or that cannot now be done. How do we know?
Craftsmen are judged by how they use their tools. Their handiwork is
is done individually but judged collectively. Are the data accurate,
appropriate, and lllanipulated according to prevailing standards? Is the
evidence believable, coming from diverse sources, and tested for credi
bility? Are the arguments persuasive and balanced rather than one
sided? Does the analyst have a reputation for doing careful, accurate,
and, if called for, illlaginati ve work? Do other analysts with different
viewpoints, and other audiences who must be persuaded, find this analyst
believable? Craftsmanship is persuasive performance. Among the ad
vantages that policy analyst.:; yielu to medical practitioners, ill audition
to knowledge and power, two stanu out: patients take their doctors'
advice as 1I1llch as half the time and doctors occasionally bring good
news. Like would-be prophets, analysts cry out their ill tidings ill a policy
wilderness.
With all the eviuent errors in social policy, and with the immense
effort involved in correcting them, only to learn that these recent cor
rections lead to new errors, it hardly appears that our society suffers from
a surfeit of constructive criticism. Nevertheless, it is understandable that
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this view - criticism is more confusing than enlightening - might gain
currency.
The truth that analysts claim today is not always the same truth they
will claim tomorrow. There are tides in the affairs of analysts as well as
ordinary mortals. There are fashions too. The nurse who spent the first
twenty years of her life walking up tenement steps to tell mothers they
must under no circumstances breast-feed their children, has now spent
the last twenty years advising the opposite. The people (present com
pany included) who speak so confidently of the ineffectiveness of
schooling or the irrelevance of medicine or the hopelessness of rehabili
tating criminals may, for all they know now, be singing a different song
in the next decade. It has happened before.
Before, though, it was possible to ignore this rabble's babble, this
cacophony, these mutterings of never-satisfied intellectuals, with their
stepwise regression and backward foolishness, who sow confusion among
the multitudes. Now, it appears, analysts cannot be ignored, they must
be taken into government. It takes one to beat one, if only to counter
those who are everywhere else - in the interest groups, the congres
sional committees, the departments, the universities, the think tanks
ensconced in institutions mandated by law to evaluate everything and
accept responsibility for nothing. Political leaders will not be believed
without policy analysts and, with them, can hardly believe themselves.
\Vhat happens to the simple political verities when they have to be so
qualified as to be no longer so simple? What happens to social progress
when it appears the bugle sounds the retreat before it sounds the charge?
Isn't caution, hence conservatism, the inevitable result of knowing more
about what not to do than about what to do?
Indeed it is. If you just want to rush ahead, acting beats thinking
every time. Blaming the messenger for the had llews is an olcJ story.
Blaming kllowledge for ignorance also has ancient antecedents. Here is
Millindapanha's second-century colloquy:
The King said: "Venerable Nagasena, will you converse with me?"
NagasenCl: "If your Majesty will speak with me as wise men COl\verse,
I will; but if your Majesty speaks with me as kings converse, I will not."
"How then converse the wise, venerable Nagasena?"
"The wise do not get angry when they are driven into a corner, kings
( 1O. "10
The charge of philosophy corrupting youth is not without founda
tion. It is time to recognize that the Greek root from which the word
"analysis" comes also means to undo or to lllll()osf'. To be knowledgeable,
to be sure, is not necessarily to be wisc. \Visdolll and foolishness, for
tunately for us analysts, are properties not ollly of individuals but of
institutions. The rules for encouraging evaluation do not begin by di
recting, as intellectual cogitation might, "Appoint a wise man," hut in-
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stead cover the desirability of diversity, independence, and multiplicity,
which cannot be characteristics of individual's alone, but only of indi
viduals in collectivities. And this collective consciousness has been
recognized from the earliest times. The Prophet Samuel was displeased
when the Israelites asked him to appoint a king over them so that they
might be like other nations. But the Lord understood that this was not
a rejection of Samuel, but of Israel, that is, of self-governmf'nt. For the
Lord had Samuel discourse on the manner of kings: "He will take your
sons . . . take your daughters . . . take your fields . . . take . . . take
. . . take . . . and ye shall be his servants."11 But the Israelites were
servile and the Lord let them serve. It was the institution of kingship
that was defective, not merely the individual kingly manifestation, as sub
sequent history was to show.
To be ruled by another, paradoxical as it may appear, requires no
faith, only forbearance. To be a subject requires only being an object:
the rulers substitute force for faith, the ruled acquiescence for initiative.
To rule oneself, however, is not ollly to affirm but also to subdue the self,
because reciprocity as well as autonomy is required for self-govern
ment. Citizens owe allegiance to others before the~' receive results for
themselves. Citizenship is, first, an act of faith (a willingnes to act in the
absellce of things seen) in political processes. These are forms of inter
action, whose results must be approved before they are known; otherwise
economic markets and political arenas would collapse before they got
started. The skepticism inculcated in these institutions stands on a sub
stratum of dogma. No wonder there is uneasiness over policy analysis
undermining the eternal verities on which analysis itself rests without
putting anything solid in its place. Skepticism is a solvent; it may corrode
ideals at the expense of worshipping a false god, namely itself. In the final
analysis, few \vill rally to skepticism as a faith.
Hellce we expect to hear doubts about being doubtful. If our society
is so smart, as the saying gaps, why aren't \ve so wise? One of the latest
laments comes from historian Barry Karl:
It is perhaps one of the greatest paradoxes in the history of democratic
thought that, as the available methods of rational communication have
expanded, faith in democratic go\'ernment seems to have diminished.
Greater education in the process of governmellt and more constant per
ception of its daily operation produces disillusionment and cynicism. Yet
those who govern today are better educated in general and better trained
to govern than they have pver been. If one looks at the history of sOllth
ern politics, for example, one would expect to find the hard-drinking, loud
talking Billy Carter as the successful politician in the Carter family, not
Jimmy - even as recently as twenty years ago. American society is as ready
for the tests of participatory democracy as any society has ever been, yet
"populism" still is looked upon suspiciously ill intellectual circles. None
theless, to argue that a highly technological society cannot be a highly
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democratic one is to argue that knowledge cannot produce self-govern
ment, that knowing thyself is no longer the place to begin. 12

what (which is hard) is different from knowing why
), that differs from knowing how (which is hardest),
combining commitment with doubt is not easy.
The conditions for craftsman shin include nlentv of nractice at deerror. No one has said this
than Sir
Begin early to make a three-fold category - clear cases, doubtful cases,
mistakes. And learn to play the game fair, no self-deception, no shrinking
from the truth; mercy and consideration for the other man, but nOne for
yourself, lipan whom you have to keep an incessant watch. You remember
Lincoln's mot about the impossibility of fooling all of the people all of
the time. It does not hold good for the individual, who can fool himself
to his heart's content all of the time. If necessary, be cruel; use the knife
and the cautery to cure tile intumescence and moral necrosis which you
will feel in the posterior parietal region, in Call and Spurzheim's center of
self-esteem, where you will find a sore spot after you have made a mistake
in diagnosis. It is only by getting your cases grouped in this way that you
can make any real progress in your post-col1egiate education; only in this
way can you gain wisdom with experience. l :!

In an aspiring democracy, the truth we speak is partial. There is
always more than one version of the truth and we can be most certain
that the latest statement isn't it. This is not only democracy's truth. it is
also democracy's dogma.
Error must be the
one hest way to achieve our objectives
would themselves remain
unaltered and unalterable. The
after alL was to eat of the
tree of knowledge so as to distinguish between good and evil. However
great our desire, however grand our design, we ordinary mortals can only
play at being God.
I have written this book to show that policy analysis is about learning
what to like; analysis is less ahout the realization of preferences than
their transformation. This is my quarrel with the present paradigm
: it accepts as immutable the very order of preferences it is
our purpose to change, and it regards as perfectly plastic the recalcitrant
resources that always limit their realization. Individual analysts, to be
sure, may accept objectives as given, as not subject to modification by
them at that time. But policy analysis as a social process of relating ob
jectives to resources by interaction as weB as by cogitation, constrained
by dogma as well as criticized by skepticism, ineVitably changes pref
erences as well as possibilities.
Public policy remains a world we never made, consciously or entirely.
Policies, acting as their own causes, drive as well as being driven. Like
ideas or theories, policies, once promulgated, exist independently of their
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ongms. Long after their causes fade away, their consequences carryon
unless intervention alters them. Learning that it is easier to re-allocate
financial resources than to reintegrate the human persona, which is
roughly our common experience in the last two decades, it is olIly reason
able to retreat from these objectives. \Vhoever said wholesale changes in
hearts (a negation of criminality) or minds (an affirmation of understand
ing) or bodies (a cultivation of health) would be simple or speedy? No
one, at least not out loud. Now that the secret is out, we can perhaps pro
ceed to perfect our
until old problems are superseded by new
ones.
. ,... oJ:m·onnoC' are so important, have we spent so
\Vait!
In a limited way, I have tried
little time on
to do exactly that: explain the development of American PUDIIC pOlley as
compromises among types of tensions. But I have not - Hor, so far as I
has anyone else tried to locate these policy preferences in social
structures and in their sustaining values and beliefs, i.e., in culture. If
public policies have a life of their own, they are also an expression of who
\Ve are as public people. ,",,'hen it becomes clear that people (re) make
their social structure much like they (re) make their policies, the next
stage in the study of public policy analysis as a social proccss wil1 have
begun.
In the meantime, I shaH end as I began by answedng one question
with another. '''hat is this power to which policy analysts speak their
truth? And what is this truth they seek to speak? "All power to the
analysts" is not a slogan I expect to hear in the near future. Policy analysis
and policy analysts in a democracy never will (and never should) he that
powerful. In the United States, where the ubiquity and the influences of
interest groups is matched only by ever-present hostility and efforts to
undermine them, where the long~sotlght power of the Presidency has been
enhanced only to become the problem for which it was supposed to be
the solution, where the fragmentation of power has always been both a
problem and a solution, pretenders to power, especially those who claim
not social support but intellectual improvement, have never had an easy
time. (The saga of the American Adams - John, Charles, Francis, Henry,
Brooks shows as much.) Nor should they. For the truth they have
in \vhat these
and take
if the
not once
This
social contract were forf'ver irrevocable, but over and over
policy process is certainly exhausting, hardly exhilarating, but
enlightening.
If power is in pieces, which resist picking up, and truth is
resistant to heing made whole, the reader may well ask, what is to be
gained by policy analysis? Using the time-honored tools of the trade, let's
turn the question around: if power were unitary and knowledge were
L
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perfect, analysis would be either supreme (appearing as the one correct
policy) or superfluous (no need for error correction if there are errors
to correct). Nor do I believe policy analysis is a waste of time, because
no one cares about what is true and beautiful but only about what is
popular and preferab1e. Popularity in a democracy is no mean recommen~
dation; a policy that is marginally preferable has much to commend it
compared to one that is perfectly impossible. Besides, I try to remind
myself that this won't be the last time I was wrong. If, like any aspiring
analyst, I have succeeded in converting conundrums that cannot be
queried into questions with cOi1trovertible answers, my mission is over.
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The early history of the Graduate School of Public Policy illustrates
the twilight world of policy analysis. 1 Even if objectives are not multiple
and conflicting, they are pretty sure to be vague. \Vhen I was asked to
become dean in the late spring of 1969, Chancellor Roger Heyns told
me what kind of school he wantf'd for preparing students for public
service: "A good one." What was good? Finding that out, he made clear,
was why he was hiring me. Although the chancellor knew what he
wanted, I didn't know how to give it to him. I decided it was a good idea
to think small. It should be made easy to disband the school. For that
reason, prospective faculty were invited to ioin the school onJv if their
talents were sufficient to guarantee them
Our objectives were vague, and we had no information on how to
achieve them; no one knew how much we might be able to get, com
pared to what we wanted. Pat Hayashi (later a student in our
but then assistant to the campus budget officer) remembers that, when
to provide figures for fiuancing the school, he hunted for data
hut could find only this minute from the Board of Regents: "BerkeJey
campus is authorized to estahlish graduate schools of journalism and
affairs." Later he discovered that a Chancellor's Committee sev
eral years earlier had suggested a ceiling of one hundred master's and
twenty doctoral students. "I couldn't find anything that could he used
as a basis for planning," he recal1ed. "Fine," he was told, "why don't
you just use those figures as a basis for a projection? . . . Draw on your
experience as a student." Hayashi protested that he had taken "only one
course in Poli Sci," but he was told that it would have to do - and it did. 2
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